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INTRODUCTION 

 On January 5, 2015, Consolidated Intervenors (CI) and the Oglala Sioux Tribe (OST) 

filed new contentions challenging the NRC Staff’s final Environmental Assessment (EA) for the 

renewal of the Crow Butte Resources, Inc., in-situ uranium recovery facility.1  For the reasons 

discussed below, with the exception of the portion of Contention 13 regarding consultation 

under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the Board should reject these contentions because 

they fail to meet the requirements for admission of new contentions.  In addition, the Board 

should require the OST to follow the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(3) if it wishes to adopt 

CI’s contentions. 

 
BACKGROUND 

Crow Butte Resources, Inc. (CBR or Applicant) holds NRC source materials license 

SUA-1534, which authorizes operation of an in-situ uranium recovery (ISR) facility in Dawes 

                                                
1 “Consolidated Intervenors’ New Contentions Based on the Final Environmental Assessment (October 
2014)” (Jan.5, 2015) (CI New Contentions); “The Oglala Sioux Tribe’s Renewed and New Contentions 
Based on the Final Environmental Assessment (October 2014)” (Jan. 5, 2015) (OST New Contentions). 
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County, Nebraska.2 On November 27, 2007, CBR submitted an application requesting renewal 

of NRC source materials license SUA-1534 for a 10-year period.3 The environmental 

information in the license renewal application (LRA) was provided to inform the Staff’s 

independent environmental review of a license application and thereby to assist the Staff in 

meeting the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. 

§§ 4321 et seq. 

In response to the Staff’s Federal Register notice of the opportunity to request a hearing 

or petition to intervene in the license renewal proceeding,4 CI and OST filed timely hearing 

requests5 and were admitted as parties to this proceeding.6  After the Commission’s decision on 

the parties’ appeals of contention admissibility,7 four contentions remained:  CI Technical 

Contention F and OST Environmental Contentions A, C and D.8   

 In December 2012, the NRC Staff issued its Safety Evaluation Report (SER) on the 

license renewal application.9  In October 2014, after conducting its NEPA review pursuant to the 

                                                
2 CBR currently possesses NRC Source Materials License SUA-1534 (Nov. 5, 2014) (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML13324A101). 

3 “Application for 2007 License Renewal, USNRC Source Materials License SUA-1534, Crow Butte 
License Area” (Nov. 27, 2007) (LRA) (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML073480266 & ML073480267).  

4 Notice of Opportunity for Hearing, Crow Butte Resources, Inc., Crawford, NE, 73 Fed. Reg. 30,426 
(May 27, 2008). 

5 Request for Hearing and/or Petition to Intervene (July 28, 2008) (OST Petition); Consolidated Request 
for Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene (July 28, 2008) (CI Petition).  

6 Crow Butte Resources, Inc. (In Situ Leach Facility, Crawford, Nebraska), LBP-08-24, 68 NRC 691, 760 
(2008) (LBP-08-24). 

7 Crow Butte Resources, Inc. (In Situ Leach Facility, Crawford, Nebraska), CLI-09-9, 69 NRC 331 (2009). 

8 Order (Canceling Oral Argument, Ruling on Summary Disposition of Consolidated Petitioners’ 
Miscellaneous Contention G, Requiring Filing of Affidavits) at 3 (May 27, 2009) (unpublished) (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML091470499). 

9 Safety Evaluation Report for License Renewal of the Crow Butte Resources ISR Facility, Dawes County, 
Nebraska, Materials License No. SUA-1534 (December 2012) (ADAMS Accession No. ML103470470). 
The SER was subsequently revised and reissued in August 2014 to revise several license conditions and 
the discussion of them in the SER. (ADAMS Accession No. ML14149A433). Subsequent references to 
the SER in this response refer to the revised (2014) SER. 
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regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 51, the Staff issued the final EA and Finding of No Significant 

Impact (FONSI).10   The EA describes the proposed action and the affected environment, and 

assesses the impact of the proposed action on 12 resource areas.  The EA also includes an 

analysis of cumulative impacts from past, present or reasonably foreseeable future actions.  On 

January 5, 2015, CI and the OST filed their new contentions based on the EA. 

LEGAL STANDARDS 

I. Admissibility Requirements for New/Amended Contentions 

 A. Good cause (10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)) 

 New or amended contentions submitted after the initial date for hearing requests must 

meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1).  To do so, a party must demonstrate good 

cause by showing that the following three conditions are met: 

(i)  The information upon which the filing is based was not previously available 

(ii)  The information upon which the filing is based is materially different from 
information previously available 

(iii)  The filing has been submitted in a timely fashion based on the availability of the 
subsequent information. 

These standards apply to both environmental and safety contentions filed after the deadline in 

10 C.F.R. § 2.309(b).11  New environmental contentions must be “based on a significant 

difference between [the environmental information in the LRA] and the draft or final NRC NEPA 

document” and must also be “based on new information that is materially different from 

previously available information.”12   A contention based on the Staff’s NEPA document cannot 

                                                
10 Final Environmental Assessment for the License Renewal of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
License No. SUA–1534 (October 2014) (ADAMS Accession No. ML14288A517); License Renewal of 
Crow Butte ISR, Uranium In-Situ Recovery Project, 79 Fed. Reg. 64,629 (October 30, 2014).  

11 Amendments to Adjudicatory Process Rules and Related Requirements, 77 Fed. Reg. 46,562, 46,566 
(Aug. 3, 2012) (final rule). 

12 Id. at 46,567.   
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be admitted unless it rests on data or conclusions that “differ significantly” from those in the 

environmental information in the LRA.13 Finally, a new NEPA contention is not an occasion to 

raise additional arguments that could have been raised previously.14 

 B. Contention admissibility requirements (10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)) 
 
 In addition to meeting the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1), new or amended 

contentions must also satisfy the six contention admissibility requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(f)(1).  That section requires that each contention: 

(i)  Provide a specific statement of the issue of law or fact to be raised or 
controverted; 

(ii)  Provide a brief explanation of the basis for the contention; 

(iii)  Demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is within the scope of the 
proceeding; 

(iv)  Demonstrate that the issue raised in the contention is material to the findings the 
NRC must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding; 

(v)  Provide a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinions which support 
the requestor’s/petitioner’s position on the issue . . . ; and 

(vi)  Provide sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute exists with the 
applicant/licensee on a material issue of law or fact.  

The contention admissibility requirements are “strict by design”15  and “do not permit . . . 

‘notice pleading, with details to be filled in later.’”16  It is the intervenor’s burden to come forward 

                                                
13 Duke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2, Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-
02-28, 56 NRC 373, 385 (2002). 

14 Id. at 385-86; see also Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-
00-27, 52 NRC 216, 223 (2000) (denying a late contention where the only assertion was that “certain 
concerns that were not dealt with in the ER have additionally not been dealt with in the DEIS,” with no 
showing of “new or different data or conclusions” in the DEIS); Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co. (Perry 
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), LBP-82-79, 16 NRC 1116, 1118 (1982) (finding no good cause for late 
filing where the DEIS contained no new information relevant to contention).   

15 Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-01-24, 
54 NRC 349, 359 (2001). 

16 Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 338 (1999).   
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with support for its contention,17 and the intervenor has an “ironclad obligation to examine the 

publicly available documentary material pertaining to the facility in question with sufficient care 

to enable the petitioner to uncover any information that could serve as the foundation for a 

specific contention.”18   A board must reject a contention that rests on an incomplete or 

inaccurate reading of the application or staff’s review document.19  Finally, if an intervenor 

provides a document as a basis for a contention, the intervenor must explain the significance of 

the document and how it supports the contention.20   

Further, an intervenor must do more than allege generally that there are deficiencies in 

the EA.  An intervenor must read all pertinent portions of the document it is challenging and 

state both the challenged position and the intervenor’s opposing view. 21  To demonstrate a 

genuine, material dispute, the intervenor must address the specific analysis in the document 

and explain how it is incorrect.22  Or, in the case of an asserted omission, the intervenor must 

provide supporting reasons explaining why the missing information is required.23  An expert 

                                                
17 Amergen Energy Company, LLC (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-09-7, 69 NRC 235, 
260-61 (2009); see also Rules of Practice for Domestic Licensing Proceedings—Procedural Changes in 
the Hearing Process, 54 Fed. Reg. 33,168, 33,171 (August 11, 1989) (final rule). 

18 McGuire-Catawba, CLI-02-28, 56 NRC at 386.   

19 Cf. Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech Research Reactor), LBP-95-6, 41 NRC 281, 300 
(1995) (rejecting a contention based on mistaken reading of the Safety Analysis Report).   

20 See USEC, Inc. (American Centrifuge Plant), CLI-06-10, 63 NRC 451, 472 (2006) (“references to 
articles or correspondence, without ‘explanation or analysis’ of their relevance, [do] not provide an 
adequate basis” for admitting a contention); id. at 457 (“it is not up to the boards to search through 
pleadings or other materials to uncover arguments and support never advanced by the petitioners 
themselves; boards may not simply “infer” unarticulated bases of contentions”); Fansteel, Inc. (Muskogee, 
Oklahoma, Site), CLI-03-13, 58 NRC 195, 204-05 (2003) (stating that it is insufficient to refer generally to 
voluminous documents with no further analysis and supporting evidence showing why particular sections 
of those documents provide the basis for a contention).  

21 Millstone, CLI-01-24, 54 NRC at 358.   

22 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi). 

23 Id.; see also NextEra Energy Seabrook, LLC (Seabrook Station Unit 1), CLI-12-05, 75 NRC 301, 307 
(2012) (“contentions shall not be admitted if at the outset they are not described with reasonable 
specificity or are not supported by some alleged fact or facts demonstrating a genuine material dispute”). 
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opinion that merely concludes that the EA is deficient, inadequate, or incorrect, without 

providing a reasoned basis for that conclusion, is inadequate.24        

 
II. Legal Standards related to Staff’s NEPA review 

 The Staff prepares an EA according to the regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 51 and the 

guidance in NUREG-1748, “Environmental Review Guidance for Licensing Actions Associated 

with NMSS Programs.”   Under NEPA, the Staff is required to take a “hard look” at the 

environmental impacts of a proposed action.25 The hard look standard does not, however, 

require the Staff to address every environmental effect that could potentially result from the 

proposed action.26 For example, the Staff need not discuss remote and highly speculative 

consequences.27 Rather, the Staff need only provide "[a] reasonably thorough discussion of the 

significant aspects of the probable environmental consequences[.]”28 

 NRC precedent likewise delimits the scope of the Staff’s NEPA review. As the 

Commission has explained, “NEPA does not call for certainty or precision, but an estimate of 

anticipated (not unduly speculative) impacts.”29 The proper inquiry under the “hard look” 

standard is not whether an effect is “theoretically possible,” but whether it is “reasonably 

probable that the situation will obtain.”30  Staff NEPA documents are not intended to be research 

                                                
24 See USEC, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472.   

25 Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350 (1989). 

26 Ground Zero Ctr. for Non-Violent Action v. U.S. Dept. of Navy, 383 F.3d 1082, 1089-90 (9th Cir. 2004) 
(citing NoGWEN Alliance of Lane County, Inc. v. Aldridge, 855 F.2d 1380, 1385 (9th Cir. 1988)). 

27 Trout Unlimited v. Morton, 509 F.2d 1276, 1283 (1974); Warm Springs Dam Task Force v. Gribble, 
621 F.2d 1017, 1026-27 (9th Cir. 1980).   

28 Trout Unlimited, 509 F.2d at 1283. 

29 Louisiana Energy Services, L.P. (National Enrichment Facility), CLI-05-20, 62 NRC 523, 536 (2005) 
(LES) (emphasis in original).   

30 Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-455, 7 NRC 
41, 49 (1978).   
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documents,31 and NEPA does not require the Staff to analyze every conceivable aspect of a 

proposed project.32 NEPA also does not require that the Staff commit virtually infinite study and 

resources to a proposed project.33 Although it is always possible to gather more data in a 

particular area, the Staff “must have some discretion to draw the line and move forward with 

decisionmaking.”34  

 Furthermore, editing Staff NEPA documents to meet an intervenor’s preferred language 

or emphasis “is not a function of [the NRC] hearing process,”35 and boards “do not sit to 

‘flyspeck’ environmental documents or to add details or nuances.”36  New contentions must 

provide more than “bare assertion lacking any support and the requisite specificity.”37 

Intervenors must do more than simply “point to a number of scenarios and supposed 

environmental effects.”38   

 Finally, identifying mistakes in an EA does not, by itself, create an admissible contention.  

Rather, the intervenor must show the “significance and materiality” of a mistake.39  As long as 

                                                
31 Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), CLI-10-22, 72 NRC 202, 208 (2010) 
(citation omitted). 

32 Private Fuel Storage, LLC (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-02-25, 56 NRC 340, 349 
(2002) (PFS). 

33 Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), CLI-10-11, 71 NRC 287, 315 (2010) 
(footnote omitted). 

34 Id.  

35 System Energy Resources, Inc. (Early Site Permit for Grand Gulf ESP Site), CLI-05-4, 61 NRC 10, 19 
(2005) (internal citations omitted). 

36 Exelon Generation Co., LLC (Early Site Permit for Clinton ESP Site), CLI-05-29, 62 NRC 801, 811 
(2005); see also Grand Gulf ESP, CLI-05-4, 61 NRC at 19 (stating that “boards do not sit to parse and 
fine-tune” the staff’s NEPA documents). 

37 Clinton ESP, CLI-05-29, 62 NRC at 810. 

38 See id. (finding a contention inadmissible where petitioners offered “[n]othing … to indicate that any of 
these effects have been even superficially analyzed by them to support [their] assertion”). 

39 Id.   
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the EA “on its face ‘comes to grips with all important considerations’ nothing more need be 

done.”40 

  
DISCUSSION 

 
I. OST Adoption of CI Contentions 
 
 The OST stated in its pleading that it “joins, adopts and restates . . . in large part” the 

final EA contentions submitted by CI.41  The remainder of the OST’s pleading consists of one 

new contention, OST Contention F, followed by a restatement of CI’s 14 contentions.  The OST 

provides additional arguments with respect to CI Contentions 1, 2 and 3, and restates the 

remaining contentions (Contentions 4-14) virtually verbatim from the CI pleading.42  

 Although OST indicated that it “joins” the CI contentions, the NRC rules of practice do 

not provide for joinder. The rules allow for adoption or co-sponsorship of contentions, but 

nowhere in the pleading did OST address the requirement that a party seeking to adopt a 

contention of another party “must either agree that the sponsoring [party] shall act as 

representative with respect to that contention, or jointly designate with the sponsoring [party] 

who shall have the authority to act . . . with respect to that contention.”43   

 This Board has previously discussed the difference between joinder and adoption or co-

sponsorship, stating that “neither contention adoption nor co-sponsorship allows the adopting or 

co-sponsoring party to litigate the contention in question independently of the sponsoring 
                                                
40 Id. 

41 OST New Contentions at 1.  

42 Compare OST New Contentions at 48-116 with CI New Contentions at 32-104. The discussions of 
contentions 4 through 14 in the OST and CI pleadings differ only in minor, non-substantive wording 
differences, e.g.., “The Tribe” instead of “Consolidated Intervenors,” and OST’s incorporation by reference 
of CI exhibits. 

43 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(3); see also Changes to Adjudicatory Process, 69 Fed. Reg. 2182, 2221 (Jan. 14, 
2004) (final rule) (“if a requestor/petitioner seeks to adopt the contention of another sponsoring 
requestor/intervenor, the requestor/petitioner must agree that the sponsoring requestor/petitioner shall act 
as the representative with respect to that contention.”).   
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party.”44  The OST should not be allowed to simply state its intention to “join” or “adopt” CI’s 

contentions.  Rather, if OST wishes to adopt or co-sponsor CI’s contentions, OST should be 

required to address the requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(3).   At this time the Staff considers 

CI to be the sponsor of Contentions 1 to 14.45 But because the OST pleading encompasses and 

expands on the CI pleading, for simplicity the Staff will cite solely to the OST pleading in the 

remainder of this response.  For similar reasons, the Staff will refer to arguments appearing in 

both the CI pleading and the OST pleading as “Intervenors’” arguments.   

II. Admissibility of New Contentions 

 
A. OST Contention F (NRC Jurisdiction/Treaty Rights)  

 
In OST Contention F, the OST asserts that the final EA fails to discuss or demonstrate 

that the NRC has lawful jurisdiction over the land where the Crow Butte facility is located.46  At 

the heart of this contention is the OST’s assertion that it still owns that land and its resources.47  

As discussed below, this contention is inadmissible because the question of land ownership was 

previously addressed by this Board, and affirmed by the Commission, based on binding 

Supreme Court case law.  Also, to the extent that the OST disputes the Supreme Court’s 

decision and seeks resolution of that dispute here, such a request is outside the scope of this 

proceeding, and is also untimely.   

 In LBP-08-24, the Board rejected the Oglala Delegation of the Great Sioux Nation’s 

treaty-based claims of ownership, finding that the Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. 

                                                
44 Order (Denying Motion for Joinder) at 2-3 (Dec. 30, 2008) (unpublished). 

45 However, in this response the Staff addresses the additional arguments presented by the OST for 
Contentions 1-3. 

46 OST New Contentions at 4.   
 
47 Id. 
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Sioux Nation of Indians was controlling.48  In Contention F, the OST acknowledges the Supreme 

Court’s holding in Sioux Nation that a statute which abrogated portions of the 1868 Fort Laramie 

Treaty constituted a taking by the United States that required just compensation.49  However, 

the OST rejects the Supreme Court’s conclusion that Congress’s plenary power allows it to 

abrogate treaties with Native American tribes.50  The OST presents various arguments in 

support of its stance and concludes that the Supreme Court’s decision in Sioux Nation was 

incorrect and that the NRC may not issue a license to CBR without obtaining prior consent of 

the OST.51  

 The OST asserts the “prior consent” requirement based on statements in the United 

Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN DRIP).52  Although the United 

States signed the UN DRIP in 2013, it has no binding legal effect.53  The OST also refer to 

sections of International Labour Organisation (ILO) Convention 169, but the United States has 

not ratified that convention.54  Similarly, the recommendations in decisions of the Inter-American 

Committee on Human Rights (IACHR) and the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of 

                                                
48 Crow Butte, LBP-08-24, 68 NRC at 710-11, citing 448 U.S. 371 (1980).  The Commission affirmed the 
Board’s decision on this issue, stating that the Board “correctly relied on the Supreme Court’s ruling” and 
that the petitioner had “offered no basis by which the Commission could disregard the Supreme Court’s 
holding with respect to Congress’ power to break a treaty.”  Crow Butte, CLI-09-9, 69 NRC at 337. 
 
49 OST New Contentions at 6.     
 
50 Id.   
 
51 Id. at 6-14.   
 
52 See OST New Contentions at 10-11.   
 
53 According to the U.S. Department of State, the UN DRIP is “not legally binding or a statement of 
international law . . . .”  See www.state.gov/s/tribalconsultation/declaration.   
 
54  See “Up-to-date Conventions not ratified by United States,” available at 
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:11210:0::NO:11210:P11210_COUNTRY_ID:102871. 
 

http://www.state.gov/s/tribalconsultation/declaration
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:11210:0::NO:11210:P11210_COUNTRY_ID:102871
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Racial Discrimination (CERD) cited by OST have been rejected by the United States and have 

no binding effect.55   

As noted in prior Board and Commission decisions, the NRC is bound by the Supreme 

Court’s decision in Sioux Nation.  Because the NRC has no authority to decide whether the 

OST’s assertions challenging Sioux Nation are valid,56 or to apply recommendations of 

international tribunals, those assertions are outside the scope of this proceeding.  Therefore, the 

contention fails to meet 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(iii).  Furthermore, the OST has not identified a 

specific requirement in NEPA or 10 C.F.R. Part 51 requiring such issues to be addressed in an 

NRC NEPA document.57  And even if this contention was not defective for the reasons already 

discussed, it is not based on new information that was unavailable in 2008, or information that is 

materially different than previously available information.  As such, this contention could have 

been raised at the outset of the proceeding and is untimely under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1). 

  
B. Contentions 1 and 2 (Cultural Resources/Failure to Consult) 

 
 Contentions 1 and 2 both allege deficiencies in the Staff’s analysis of cultural resources, 

including deficiencies of the Staff’s National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) consultation 

obligations.  Broadly, Intervenors argue that (1) OST was not meaningfully consulted and (2) the 

                                                
55 The U.S. rejected the findings of the IACHR’s Dann decision in their entirety, stating that the American 
Declaration is not legally binding on the U.S., and declining to take further action.  “Response of the 
Government of the United States  to October 10, 2002 Report No. 53/02 Case No. 11.140 (Mary and 
Carrie Dann),” available at www.cidh.oas.org/Respuestas/USA.11140.htm.  The U.S. response to the 
CERD decision stated that the CERD recommendations were “inconsistent with the status of these lands 
under U.S. law.”  See “Periodic Report of the United States of America to the [CERD]”  at 112-119  (April 
23, 2007), available at www.state.gov/j/drl/reports/treaties/index.htm#ftn4.  Additionally, there is no private 
right of action under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 
(ICERD) because it is not a self-executing treaty; therefore, federal courts have no jurisdiction to hear 
claims brought under the ICERD.  Johnson v. Quander, 370 F.Supp.2d 79, 100-101 (D.D.C 2005), aff’d 
440 F.3d 489 (D.C. Cir. 2006). 
 
56 See Hydro Resources, Inc. (P.O. box 777, Crownpoint, NM 87313), CLI-06-29, 64 NRC 417, 420 
(2006) (HRI) (stating that the NRC has no authority to decide jurisdictional disputes).   
 
57 See id. (stating that “it is not the function of the EIS process to resolve existing or potential jurisdictional 
disputes.”). 

http://www.cidh.oas.org/Respuestas/USA.11140.htm
http://www.state.gov/j/drl/reports/treaties/index.htm#ftn4
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EA lacks an adequate description of the affected environment or the impacts of the renewal on 

cultural resources.  For the reasons discussed below, Contentions 1 and 2 are inadmissible 

because they lack factual support and fail to demonstrate a genuine dispute with the EA. 

1. Legal Standards Governing Identification and Consultation 

 The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is the agency charged with 

implementing the NHPA, and has promulgated regulations governing the identification of 

cultural resources and the consultation efforts an agency must make.  Under the ACHP’s 

regulations, before entering into an “undertaking” a federal agency must make a reasonable and 

good faith effort to identify historic properties that may be affected by the undertaking.58  The 

agency’s “identification efforts may . . . include background research, consultation, oral history 

interviews, sample field investigation, and field survey.”59 

 The ACHP has published guidance further defining the “reasonable and good faith” 

standard.60  Under this guidance, “a reasonable and good faith effort to identify historic 

properties [must] include some level of effort—at a minimum, a review of existing information on 

historic properties that are located or may be located within the [area of potential effects] (APE) 

(36 C.F.R. § 800.4(a)(2)).”61  The ACHP explains that a reasonable and good faith effort “may 

consist of one or more methodologies and should be designed so that the federal agency can 

ensure that it produces enough information, in enough detail, to determine what the 

undertaking’s effects will likely be on historic properties.”62  In its guidance, the ACHP also 

explains: 

                                                
58 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(b)(1). 

59 Id. 

60 Meeting the “Reasonable and Good Faith” Identification Standard in Section 106 Review (ACHP) 
(available at http://www.achp.gov/docs/reasonable_good_faith_identification.pdf) (last retrieved January 
29, 2015). 

61 Id. at 2. 

62 Id. 

http://www.achp.gov/docs/reasonable_good_faith_identification.pdf
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[A] reasonable and good faith identification effort does not require: 

• The ‘approval’ of a [State Historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO), Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO),] or other 
consulting party. The ACHP, SHPO/THPO and other 
consulting parties advise and assist the federal agency official 
in developing its identification efforts, but do not dictate its 
scope or intensity.  
 

• Identification of every historic property within the APE. One of 
the reasons the ACHP’s regulations contain a post-review 
discovery provision (36 C.F.R. § 800.13) is that a reasonable 
and good faith effort to identify historic properties may well not 
be exhaustive and, therefore, some properties might be 
identified as the project is implemented.  
 

• Investigations outside of, or below, a properly documented 
APE. The Section 106 process does not require that the 
agency search for all historic properties in a given area. 
Because the APE defines the geographic limits of federal 
agency responsibility for purposes of Section 106 review, 
identification efforts are carried out within its boundaries.  
 

• Ground verification of the entire APE.  In many cases, areas 
can be considered to have a certain probability of containing 
historic properties based on current knowledge. This or similar 
characterizations can be used to justify where within the APE 
most identification efforts will or should be targeted. Predictive 
models that have been tested and found to be reasonably 
efficient can also assist federal agencies to meet the 
‘reasonable and good faith’ identification standard.63 

 
 With respect to consultation, the ACHP’s regulations make clear that an agency provides 

tribes with a reasonable opportunity to identify their concerns when it takes the following steps.  

First, the agency must make a “reasonable and good-faith effort” to identify tribes that may 

potentially be affected by an undertaking.64  Second, the agency must provide a tribe: 

a “reasonable opportunity to identify its concerns about historic 
properties, advise on the identification and evaluation of historic 
properties, including those of traditional religious and cultural 
importance, articulate its views on the undertaking’s effects on 

                                                
63 Id. at 3 (emphasis in original). 

64 36 C.F.R. § 800.2(c)(2)(ii)(A). 
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such properties, and participate in the resolution of adverse 
effects.65   
 

2. NRC Staff’s Identification and Consultation Efforts 

 On January 13, 2011, the NRC Staff sent letters to 18 Tribes, including OST, with an 

invitation to formal NHPA consultation for the license renewal environmental review.66  That 

letter also directed the Tribes to CBR’s LRA, explained that the Staff was conducting its NEPA 

review, and specifically asked the Tribes to share their knowledge of culturally significant areas 

within CBR’s project site.67  OST was one of several Tribes to respond by formally requesting 

status as a consulting party under NHPA Section 106. 

 On May 12, 2011, the NRC sent letters to 24 Tribes, including OST, with an invitation to 

an information-gathering meeting at the Pine Ridge Reservation and a site visit to the CBR 

facility.68  OST was one of six consulting Tribes to attend and participate in the meeting and site 

visit on June 8, 2011.  Multiple proposed licensing actions, including the CBR license renewal, 

were discussed at the meeting.69  On October 20, 2011, the NRC sent a letter to OST with the 

official transcript of the June 8 meeting and an unredacted report on the Class III archeological 

surveys conducted for the Crow Butte facility.70  On October 28, 2011, the NRC sent a letter to 

                                                
65 36 C.F.R. § 800.2(c)(2)(ii)(A). 

66 Letter from Larry Camper, NRC, to Theresa Two Bulls, President, Oglala Sioux Tribal Council (January 
13, 2011) (ADAMS Accession No. ML110130269). 

67 Id. 

68 Letter from Larry Camper, NRC, to Wilmer Mesteth, OST (May 12, 2011) (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML111320232).  

69 Transcript for Informal Information-Gathering Meeting Pertaining to Dewey-Burdock, Crow Butte North 
Trend, & Crow Butte License Renewal, In-Situ Uranium Recovery Projects (June 8, 2011) (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML111721938). 

70 Letter from Kevin Hsueh, NRC to James Laysbad, THPO, OST (October 20, 2011) (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML112440115). 
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OST with information on planned consultation activities going forward.71  On January 19, 2012, 

the NRC sent letters inviting the consulting Tribes, including OST, to attend a meeting on 

February 14 and 15, 2012, to discuss potential Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs).72  Several 

individuals affiliated with OST attended this meeting, including two attorneys for OST.73     

 On October 31, 2012, the NRC sent letters to all consulting Tribes, including OST, with 

an invitation to complete a TCP survey of the CBR facility and proposed expansion areas in the 

vicinity of the APE.  Those letters detailed that as compensation for participating in the survey: 

Cameco will provide $125 per day per diem for up to three 
individuals from each Tribe, 55 cents per mile for one vehicle to 
travel from the Tribal headquarters to Chadron, Nebraska, and 
back, as well as mileage for daily round-trips from Chadron to the 
project areas.  Cameco will also provide an honorarium of $10,000 
to each Tribe that chooses to participate, to be distributed at the 
Tribe’s discretion to individuals participating in the fieldwork.74 

 
Two consulting Tribes, the Santee Sioux Nation and the Crow Nation, accepted the invitation to 

complete the TCP field survey.  OST did not elect to participate.  The TCP field survey was 

conducted November 14-21 and November 26 through December 7, 2012.75  All consulting 

Tribes were notified by letters dated January 3, 2013, that the TCP field surveys had been 

                                                
71 Letter from Kevin Hsueh, NRC, to James Laysbad, THPO, OST (October 28, 2011) (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML112980555). 

72 Letter from Kevin Hsueh, NRC, to Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (January 19, 2012) (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML120330066). 

73 Attendance Sheet for the Tribal Consultation Meeting for the Proposed Dewey-Burdock, Crow Butte 
North Trend, and Crow Butte License Renewal In-Situ Uranium Recovery Projects at 2 (February 14, 
2012) (ADAMS Accession No. ML12130A104).  The attendance sheet lists Mario Gonzalez and Jennifer 
Baker.  Mr. Gonzalez had previously entered an appearance as counsel of record for OST in this 
proceeding. Notices of Appearance of Elizabeth Moria Lorina and Mario Gonzales [sic] on Behalf of 
Oglala Sioux Tribe (September 3, 2008) (ADAMS Accession No. ML082470764).  Ms. Baker identified 
herself on the attendance sheet as “Oglala Sioux Tribe Attorney.” 

74 Letter from Kevin Hsueh, NRC, to Tribal Historic Preservation Officers at 2 (October 31, 2012) (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML12311A501). 

75 Santee Sioux Nation Tribal Historic Preservation Office TCP Report for Crow Butte Project, Dawes 
County, Nebraska at 1 (SSN Report) (ADAMS Accession No. ML13093A123). 
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completed and that the participating Tribes were preparing reports for the NRC.76  After the two 

participating Tribes submitted their report to the NRC concluding that there were no eligible sites 

of cultural or religious significance to the Tribes, the NRC sent letters to the consulting Tribes, 

including OST, providing them with an unredacted copy of the TCP survey report and asking for 

comments.77  Some consulting Tribes responded to the report and provided the NRC with 

comments, but OST was not among them.78  Similarly, the NRC sent all consulting Tribes a 

copy of the Staff’s preliminary documentation of its NHPA review for the CBR license renewal in 

October 2013, and received no specific comments from OST.79 

3. Intervenors’ Contentions 

a. Consultation 

 Intervenors first argue that OST was not meaningfully consulted.  OST argues 

separately that under the UN DRIP, “meaningful consultation” requires obtaining area Tribes’ 

prior informed consent to the renewal of CBR’s license.  As discussed above in the Staff’s 

response to OST Contention F, the UN DRIP is not legally binding.80  Furthermore, as the 

ACHP has explained in its guidance for complying with Section 106 of the NHPA, “a reasonable 

and good faith identification effort does not require . . . [t]he ‘approval’ of a SHPO/THPO or other 

consulting party.”81 

                                                
76 Letter from Kevin Hsueh, Chief, ERB, DWMEP, FSME, NRC, to Tribal Historic Preservation Officers 
(January 3, 2013) (ADAMS Accession No. ML13003A280) at 2. 

77 Letter from Kevin Hsueh, Chief, ERB, DWMEP, FSME, NRC, to Richard Iron Cloud, OST (April 1, 
2013) (ADAMS Accession No. ML13091A139). 

78 EA at 57. 

79 Id. 

80 See supra at 10. 

81 Meeting the “Reasonable and Good Faith” Identification Standard in Section 106 Review (ACHP) at 3 
(emphasis in original). 
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 Intervenors also mischaracterize the EA’s explanation of the consultation process, 

stating that “[t]he Final EA describes the ‘consultation’ process as one involving a single large 

collective meeting involving the NRC, several tribes and representatives of more than one 

uranium company . . . in June 2011.”82  But the EA identifies several consultation mechanisms 

outside of that meeting, including solicitation of tribal knowledge of cultural properties, invitations 

to participate in the TCP survey, notification of the survey’s completion, and acceptance of 

comments.83  Intervenors’ bare assertion that the Staff relies solely on the June 2011 meeting to 

meet its consultation obligations is without factual support. 

 Intervenors further claim that “no offer was made to involve OST tribal representatives 

and elders in the TCP surveys being conducted at Crow Butte’s expense,”84 and that “the Tribe 

asked that tribal representatives be involved in the surveys being conducted by CBR and being 

used by the NRC Staff but it was refused and instead it was offered a chance to conduct its own 

TCP surveys at its own expense.”85  This claim is wholly unsupported by the record, and 

Intervenors offer no additional factual basis for it.  As detailed above, OST was sent a letter 

inviting it to participate in the November-December 2012 TCP surveys—which included 

compensation in the form of a per diem, travel costs, and a $10,000 honorarium—and OST did 

not accept the invitation.  Intervenors argue that OST may not have responded to the invitation 

because it was unrepresented by an attorney at the time, stating that it is a “violation of NEPA 

and the assumed federal trust responsibility to conduct TCP surveys in this way when the OST 

is completely unrepresented.”86  But Intervenors do not explain why representation by an 

                                                
82 OST New Contentions at 19. 

83 EA at 53-56. 
 
84 Id. at 21. 

85 Id. at 36. 

86 Id. at 24. 
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attorney is required for meaningful consultation or point to any requirement in NEPA or the 

NHPA to that effect.  The purpose of consultation is to benefit from the expertise of the tribal 

members themselves, which is why the Staff’s letters to the tribes were sent to tribal officers.  

Moreover, the Tribe did not raise lack of representation as a hindrance to consultation activities 

at the time consultation efforts were undertaken.  And although not required, OST was in fact 

represented by counsel for at least part of the NRC’s consultation efforts.87  

 Finally, Intervenors take issue with the EA’s reference to a consultation meeting in 

February 2012, attended by 19 consulting Tribes.  Intervenors argue that because the EA does 

not specifically “state whether [OST] was one of those 19 tribes and . . . the offices held by the 

person who attended,” the EA “fails to state enough information for there to be a legal 

conclusion that there have occurred meaningful consultations between OST and the NRC 

Staff.”88  But Intervenors do not explain why such a level of detail is required in an EA’s 

documentation of consultation activities.89 

b. Reliance on TCP Surveys 

 Second, Intervenors argue that the Staff’s NEPA conclusions are deficient, based on the 

age of past field surveys and alleged problems with the 2012 TCP survey.  Intervenors argue 

that the 1982 and 1987 surveys are too old to support the Staff’s NEPA conclusions and that 

more recent surveys are required.90  As the EA explains, the 1982 and 1987 surveys are not the 

sole source of information regarding cultural properties in the license renewal area.  The Staff 

based its NEPA conclusions on “a class III archeological survey, a TCP survey completed by 

                                                
87 See supra n.73. 

88 OST New Contentions at 25. 

89 Regardless, OST was represented at this meeting by several individuals, including two attorneys.  See 
supra n.73. 

90 OST New Contentions at 28. 
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Santee Sioux Nation, a completed literature review and overall Tribal consultations,”91 

constituting the required reasonable and good faith effort to identify cultural properties and 

reasonable opportunity for tribal consultation. 

 Intervenors also invoke the 2013 Redmond Opinion (Exhibit G) as support for the 

allegation that the TCP survey was deficient.92  But “materials cited as the basis for a contention 

are subject to scrutiny by the board to determine whether they actually support the facts 

alleged.”93  The Redmond Opinion was based on Dr. Redmond’s review of a cultural resources 

inventory of only the Marsland Expansion Area, commissioned by CBR—not the TCP survey of 

the license renewal and three potential expansion areas at issue here.94  Furthermore, the 

cultural resources inventory referred to by Dr. Redmond took place between November 2010 

and February 2011.95  The results of the TCP survey at issue here, which was conducted in 

November and December 2012, were not even finalized when the 2013 Redmond Opinion was 

issued.  Therefore, the Redmond Opinion is inapplicable to the TCP survey conducted as a 

result of the NRC’s consultation efforts with the Tribes.  For example, Intervenors argue that 

subsurface testing should have been conducted as part of the survey, and that not doing so 

violates TCP survey standards and protocols.  Intervenors’ demand for subsurface testing relies 

                                                
91 EA at 87. 

92 OST New Contentions at 21-24. 

93 Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project (Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3), LBP-10-24, 72 NRC 720, 
750 (2010) (citation omitted). 

94 See CI Exhibit G at 1 (“I have reviewed the CBR . . . environmental report for the Marsland Expansion 
Area dated May 2012 . . . [and] the research submitted by Graves, et al . . . .”). 

95 Environmental Report for the Marsland Expansion Area, Part 1 of 4 (May 31, 2012) (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML12160A513) at 3-76; see also ARCADIS, Marsland Expansion Area Uranium Project Addition 
Cultural Resource Inventory (March 5, 2012) (ADAMS Accession No. ML12165A502). 
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on the Redmond Opinion’s statement that “this project will eventually cause significant ground 

disturbance.” 96  But as described in the EA, that is not true for the renewal area.97   

 Intervenors also rely on the Redmond Opinion for its argument that snow cover rendered 

the survey attempts ineffective.  Dr. Redmond states that in his experience, snow and ice cover 

is common in the area between November and February.  Again, however, Dr. Redmond’s 

description applies only to the cultural resources inventory commissioned by CBR.  Intervenors’ 

submission of historical weather data for the winter of 201098 is similarly inapplicable to the TCP 

survey at issue here, which was conducted in late November and early December 2012.  

Weather records from that period (Staff Exhibit 1) show that this was a period of unseasonable 

warmth, with snow cover for only three days (November 26-28).99  Intervenors provide no 

factual basis to conclude that snow cover caused a problem with the TCP survey of the license 

renewal and expansion areas in 2012. 

 Finally, Intervenors argue that it was improper for the NRC Staff to rely on the findings of 

the TCP survey conducted by the Santee Sioux Nation and Crow Nation in November and 

December of 2012, “to the detriment of the OST.”100  But Intervenors provide no explanation 

why relying on the survey report is detrimental to OST.  Furthermore, Intervenors have provided 

no specific concerns about the report, either in early 2013 when OST was provided an 

unredacted copy or in their new and amended contentions before the Board here.  Ultimately, 

                                                
96 CI Exhibit G at 1.  OST also does not identify what “survey standards and protocols” they are referring 
to, and the Redmond Opinion itself does not mention “survey standards and protocols.”  Nor do 
Intervenors explain why subsurface testing is required under NEPA or the NHPA when it is well beyond 
the identification methods ACHP has found satisfactory. 

97 E.g., EA at 64 (“No additional land disturbances are expected to occur from the proposed action . . . .”). 

98 OST New Contentions at 34; CI Exhibits H-1, H-2, H-3, and H-4. 

99 NRC Staff Exhibit 1. This exhibit provides records of Climatological Observations for NOAA weather 
stations at Fort Robinson (for November 2012) and Chadron (for November and December 2012) which 
include recorded snow and ice cover. 

100 OST New Contentions at 29. 
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Intervenors’ contentions lack a factual basis and fail to demonstrate a genuine dispute of 

material fact. 

   
 C. Contention 3 (Environmental Justice) 

Contention 3 asserts that the environmental justice (EJ) analysis in the EA is flawed 

because the Staff considered the population within a 4-mile radius of the facility, and based on 

that found no need to perform a more detailed EJ analysis.101  The OST asserts that the EA 

“fails to take the requisite ‘hard look’ at whether relicensing the Crow Butte facility would cause 

disproportionate and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations,” and that the 

Staff should have considered populations within a 50-mile radius, particularly the OST.102  This 

contention is inadmissible because it lacks sufficient factual support and fails to raise a genuine 

dispute with the EA. 

NEPA requires the staff to take a “hard look” and potential environmental impacts.  In 

NRC practice, “[t]he essence of an [EJ] claim . . . is disparate environmental harm.”103  The 

Commission has defined environmental justice as follows: 

Environmental justice, as applied at the NRC . . . . means that the 
agency will make an effort under NEPA to become aware of the 
demographic and economic circumstances of local communities 
where nuclear facilities are to be sited, and take care to mitigate or 
avoid special impacts attributable to the special character of the 
community.104  

Further, under EO 12898, agencies are to consider EJ implications “only when disparate 

environmental effects are ‘high and adverse.’”105   

                                                
101 Id. at 47. 
 
102 Id. at 40. 
 
103 Private Fuel Storage, LLC (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation) CLI-02-20, 54 NRC 147, 153 
(2002).   
 
104 Id. at 156. 
 
105 Id. at 154. The Commission’s EJ policy statement makes clear that EO 12898 does not create any 
new rights and thus cannot provide a legal basis for admitting a contention in an NRC proceeding. Policy 
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The NRC’s 2004 EJ Policy Statement discusses and endorses guidelines for defining 

the geographic area for EJ assessment and for identifying low-income and minority communities 

within the review area.106  The policy statement provides specific numeric guidance on how the 

staff determines when to consider EJ in greater detail, and states that “the staff should continue 

to use such guidance . . . .”107  For materials facilities, the policy statement identifies a 4-mile 

radius from the center of the proposed site as the potentially affected area for facilities located in 

rural areas.108  The policy statement recognizes that the different distances used for materials 

facilities and reactors “are consistent with the area of potential impact normally considered in 

NRC environmental and safety reviews.”109   

Intervenors assert that the Staff’s use of a review area within a 4-mile radius of the CBR 

facility was inappropriate.110  As stated in the EA, the Staff followed the guidance in Appendix C 

of NUREG-1748 in selecting a 4-mile radius for the EJ review area. 111 The Staff’s selection of 

review area, as well as its process for identifying minority and low-income populations to 

determine if a more detailed EJ review was necessary, was consistent with NUREG-1748 and 

the 2004 EJ Policy Statement.112  Intervenors have offered no justification for their assertion that 

                                                                                                                                                       
Statement on the Treatment of Environmental Justice Matters in NRC Regulatory and Licensing Actions, 
69 Fed. Reg. 52,040, 52,044 (August 24, 2004) (“2004 EJ Policy Statement. “)  In the context of EJ-
related matters, the only possible basis for an admissible contention is NEPA.”  Id. 
 
106 Id. at 52,047-48. 
 
107 Id. at 52,048.   
 
108 Id. at 52,047. 
 
109 Id. at 52,048. 
 
110 OST New Contentions at 47. 
 
111 EA at 91. 
 
112 In addition to being consistent with guidance, the review area chosen for the Staff’s EJ analysis is 
comparable to those used in EJ in other recent ISR licensing actions, as well as those used in recent 
licensing of other types of materials facilities.  See, e.g., NUREG-1910, Supplement 5, “Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Ross ISR Facility in Crook County, Wyoming” at 4-96 (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML14056A096); NUREG-1945, “Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Eagle Rock 
Enrichment Facility in Bonneville County, Idaho” at 3-96 (ADAMS Accession No. ML11014A005). 
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the Staff should have chosen a different review area or performed a more detailed analysis. In 

particular, Intervenors have not pointed to any specific harm that would be felt disproportionately 

by the OST or members of CI who reside on the Pine Ridge reservation.   

Furthermore, although the Pine Ridge Reservation is located well outside of the EJ 

review area, the EA identified the Native American community at Pine Ridge as a low-income 

and minority population and concluded that there would be no disproportionately high or 

adverse effects on that community based on its considerable distance from the CBR facility.113  

Intervenors have provided no specific examples of disproportionately high or adverse impacts 

on members of that community to counter the Staff’s conclusion.  Mere assertions that there 

may be impacts or that a more detailed review is needed are not sufficient.114     

The OST further asserts that the EJ analysis is incomplete because the OST is only 

discussed in EA sections related to cultural resources, and is not mentioned in various other 

sections of the EA, including “Affected Environment” sections on land use, surface and 

groundwater use, and socioeconomics, and other “Environmental Impacts” sections.115  The 

OST has not provided any basis for addressing EJ in other sections of the EA.116  Nor has the 

OST identified any disproportionately high or adverse impacts on the OST associated with those 

resource areas that would stem from renewal of the CBR license.  Therefore, the OST has 

failed to provide adequate support for this asserted deficiency, and has failed to raise a genuine 

dispute with the EA. 

 Next, the OST asserts that the Staff’s cultural resources discussion in the EA is deficient 

because it does not discuss specific topics, such as the spiritual ties of the Lakota peoples to 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
113 EA at 92. 
 
114 Clinton ESP, CLI-05-29, 62 NRC at 810. 
 
115 OST New Contentions at 45-46.   
 
116 Had the Staff identified the need for a detailed EJ review, that review  would have been included in the 
EJ section of the EA. 
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the Crow Butte area, customs and traditions that are impacted by Crow Butte’s activities, and 

the impact of “forced deprivation of those lands” on the Lakota people.117  But the OST has not 

explained why such discussion is necessary, or why the discussion of Native American cultural 

resources in Sections 3.9, 4.8, and 4.13 of the EA is inadequate.  The NEPA “hard look” 

standard does not require the Staff to write a research document or examine every possible 

aspect of a project.118 The OST has not identified a “significant inaccurac[y] or omission[]” that 

gives rise to an admissible contention.119  Therefore, this asserted defect does not raise a 

genuine dispute with the EA. 

 Finally, the OST cites the UN DRIP and the decisions of the IACHR and CERD 

discussed in OST Contention F.120  For the reasons discussed in the Staff’s response to that 

contention, the UN DRIP and those decisions are not binding authority, and consideration of 

them is outside the scope of this proceeding.121 

D. Contention 4 (Baseline Water Quality) 

Contention 4 asserts that the EA violates NRC regulations and NEPA because it “fails to 

provide an adequate baseline groundwater characterization or demonstrate that ground water 

and surface water samples were collected in a scientifically defensible manner.”122  Intervenors 

claim that new baseline measurements are required for the 10-year license renewal period, that 

those measurements must be obtained under specific protocols, and that the EA must report 

that information in sufficient detail to “replicate the results.”123  Intervenors also assert that the 

                                                
117 Id.  
 
118 Pilgrim, CLI-10-22, 72 NRC at 208; PFS, CLI-02-25, 56 NRC at 349. 
 
119 See Grand Gulf ESP, CLI-05-4, 61 NRC at 13.   
 
120 OST New Contentions at 47-48.   
 
121 See supra at 10. 
 
122 OST New Contentions at 48. 
 
123 Id. at 49-50, 60, 62-63. 
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EA omits recent data on surface water sampling, fails to discuss effects of spills and leaks, and 

does not follow recommendations or address deficiencies presented in 2008.  As discussed 

below, this contention is inadmissible because it fails to meet the good cause standards in 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1) and fails to raise a genuine dispute with the EA, as required under 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).    

1. Baseline Water Quality 

Intervenors generally claim that the EA does not take a “hard look” at, and does not 

include, necessary information to adequately determine baseline groundwater and surface 

water quality.124  Although Intervenors acknowledge that baseline measurements were taken, 

Intervenors assert that it is “inappropriate to rely on decades old baseline measurement from 

past license applications for prior licensing actions.”125  Intervenors claim that NEPA requires 

new baseline measurements for the 10-year license renewal period, a comparison of new 

baselines with old ones, reporting of data and analysis under “scientifically defensible” 

protocols, and reporting of “enough information to replicate the results.”126 

With regard to these claims, Intervenors have not demonstrated that they have satisfied 

the good cause standard in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1).  To support these claims, Intervenors rely 

on documents submitted in support of Intervenors’ original petitions to intervene in 2008:  the 

Abitz Opinion (Exhibit C) and the JR Engineering Opinion (Exhibit D).127  But these documents 

allege deficiencies in the LRA, not the EA, and there is no indication that Dr. Abitz or the authors 

                                                                                                                                                       
 
124 Id. at 48. 
 
125 Id. at 49.  Intervenors appear to believe the 1982 NDEQ study (Exhibit E) contains the baseline data 
for this project, but that is incorrect.  As stated in the EA, CBR provided initial baseline water quality 
information with its original commercial license application in 1987.  EA at 33, 39.   
 
126 Id. at 49-50, 60, 62-63. 
 
127 CI originally filed Exhibit C as support for its Technical Contention D, “Failure to follow statistical 
protocols,” which was not admitted.  The opinion of JR Engineering was filed in support of Technical 
Contention E, “Failure to use best available technology,” which was also not admitted.   
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of the JR Engineering opinion have reviewed the EA.  Because these documents were provided 

in support of contentions against the LRA, any assertions based on those documents could 

have been raised in Intervenors’ original 2008 petitions to intervene.128  Accordingly, these 

assertions are based on previously available information, and fail to meet § 2.309(c)(1)(i).  

Furthermore, by stating that “the same technical defects carry over from the LRA to the EA,”129 

Intervenors admit that they have not identified information or conclusions on these issues in the 

EA that are materially different than those in the LRA.  Nor have Intervenors offered any 

additional supporting documents that were previously unavailable and provide materially 

different information.  Thus, these assertions also fail to meet 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(ii).    

 In addition to being untimely, the assertions regarding baseline water quality fail to raise 

a genuine dispute on a material issue of law or fact, as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).  

Intervenors cite Criterion 7 of 10 C.F.R. Part 40, Appendix A, which requires that, “[a]t least one 

year prior to any major site construction, a preoperational monitoring program must be 

conducted to provide complete baseline data on a milling site and its environs” (emphasis 

added).  Criterion 7 does not state that new baseline information must be obtained prior to 

renewing a license.  Section 3.5.1.2 of the EA explains that CBR submitted baseline data on 

surface water and groundwater with its original license application in 1987.130  Furthermore, 

CBR has provided baseline information prior to construction of each new wellfield.131 The 

wellfield-specific baseline measurements are used to determine appropriate restoration values 

under 10 C.F.R. Part 40, Appendix A, Criterion 5B(5).       

                                                
128 A new NEPA contention is not an occasion to raise additional arguments that could have been raised 
against the LRA.  McGuire-Catawba, CLI-02-28, 56 NRC at 385. 
 
129 OST New Contentions at 51.   
 
130 EA at 33, 39. 
 
131 LRA at 6-5 to 6-18. 
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Similarly, the case law Intervenors cite does not support their assertion that new 

baseline information is required for license renewal.  The Half Moon Bay case emphasizes 

establishment of a baseline before a project begins, because after that point, “the ‘pre-project 

environment’ becomes a thing of the past” and it becomes impossible to evaluate a project’s 

effects.132  In this case, the “pre-project environment” in terms of water quality existed before 

any major site construction and operation of the CBR facility.  As explained above, CBR has 

provided the necessary “pre-project” baseline information.  Nothing in the cited cases suggests 

that a new baseline is needed to renew the license of an operating facility. 

Finally, Criterion 7 also requires that an operational monitoring program be conducted to 

assess compliance with applicable standards and regulations and evaluate environmental 

impacts of operation.  As stated in Sections 4.6.1.2, 4.6.2.2.4, and 4.6.2.2.6 of the EA, CBR 

performs monitoring of surface waters, monitoring for excursions in overlying and mined 

aquifers, and monitoring of private wells within one mile of a wellfield.133 The Staff reviewed 

CBR’s environmental monitoring reports during its safety and environmental reviews, and 

concluded that there were no significant trends or differences attributable to CBR operations.134 

Intervenors have not explained how the EA’s characterization of the affected environment and 

impacts is deficient, or why additional information is necessary.  And Intervenors have provided 

no evidence of changes due to ISR operations that would require new baseline conditions to be 

established.  Moreover, establishing new baseline conditions in the mined aquifer would be 

counterproductive, because ISR operations have changed the concentrations of constituents in 

the mined aquifer.  Hence, any new baseline measurements would not reflect “pre-project” 

conditions.  Thus, for the reasons discussed above, Intervenors’ assertions regarding new 

baseline measurements fail to raise a genuine dispute with the EA and are inadmissible. 

                                                
132 Half Moon Bay Fisherman’s Market Ass’n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988). 
   
133 EA at 70, 78, 81. 
 
134 SER at 129-130; EA at 70, 81. 
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 2. Failure to Provide Recent Information on Surface Water Quality  

 Intervenors also assert that the EA fails to include the most recent information on 

uranium levels in English and Squaw Creeks in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 of the EA, and that this 

failure violates NEPA.135  Specifically, Intervenors contend that providing data from 1998 to 

2010 is insufficient and that data from 2010 to 2014 must be provided.136  Intervenors also 

assert that the EA “fails to describe the additional monitoring of the English Creek and other 

downstream sediments to determine if they are increasing in concentrations.”137   

 With regard to the asserted failure to include recent information, Intervenors have not 

met the requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi) because they fail to explain why more recent 

information is necessary.  Intervenors merely speculate that more recent data may show higher 

levels of uranium.138  As discussed in Section 4.6.1.2 of the EA, the Staff reviewed results of 

quarterly monitoring of surface waters at the CBR site from 1990 to 2010, which showed that 

concentrations of radionuclides remained at or below preoperational background levels, and 

results of sediment sampling from 1982 to 1986 (preoperational) and 1998 to 2010 (during 

operations).139  The Staff reviewed the same information during its safety review and concluded 

that there were no discernable trends attributable to impacts from the CBR facility.140  NEPA’s 

“hard look” standard does not require the staff to provide the most current data available; the 

Staff has discretion to “draw the line” on data collection and move forward with 

decisionmaking.141  In this case, the Staff reasonably determined that 12 years of recent 

                                                
135 OST New Contentions at 52-53. 
 
136 Id. 
 
137 Id. at 54. 
 
138 Id. at 52. 
 
139 EA at 70. 
 
140 SER at 129-130. 
 
141 Pilgrim, CLI-10-11, 71 NRC at 315. 
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monitoring data, plus preoperational data, was sufficient to assess trends in sediment samples 

and operational impacts on surface water.  Therefore, for the reasons stated above, this 

assertion does not raise a genuine dispute with the EA.   

 With regard to the asserted failure to describe additional monitoring of sediments, 

Section 4.6.1.2 of the EA describes the annual sampling of sediments that is conducted.142  

Therefore, the EA contains this information and Intervenors have not alleged any deficiencies in 

that information.  As such, this assertion fails to raise a genuine dispute with the EA.     

 3. Failure to Disclose Impacts from Spills and Leaks 

 Intervenors next assert that the EA is deficient because it does not state that the 

environmental impacts from spills which remained undetected for at least 3 years are 

unknown.143  Intervenors cite Exhibit F, a list of spills and leaks submitted as part of Intervenors’ 

2008 petition to intervene, as support for this contention.144  For the same reasons discussed in 

section II.D.1 supra for Exhibits C and D, asserted deficiencies based on Exhibit F are untimely 

under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1), because they are based on the LRA and could have been raised 

at the outset of the proceeding.  Furthermore, Intervenors do not explain how Exhibit F supports 

this asserted deficiency.  Intervenors do not identify particular spills of concern, or explain how 

Exhibit F shows that impacts are “unknown.”  In sum, this claim amounts to a bare assertion that 

lacks support and specificity, and fails to raise a genuine dispute with the EA.   

 4. Failure to Follow Recommendations of Intervenors’ Experts 

  Finally, Intervenors assert that the EA is deficient because the Staff did not follow 

various recommendations or address asserted deficiencies noted by Dr. Abitz and JR 

                                                                                                                                                       
 
142 EA at 70. 
 
143 OST New Contentions at 57. 
 
144 Id. 
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Engineering.145  As discussed in section II.D.1 supra, any asserted deficiencies raised in the 

2008 opinions of Dr. Abitz and JR Engineering are untimely, because they are based on the 

LRA and could have been raised at the outset of the proceeding.  Intervenors have not 

explained why the Staff is required to discuss in the EA how (or whether) it considered those 

specific recommendations or asserted deficiencies associated with the LRA.  Also, Dr. Abitz and 

JR Engineering did not review the EA and thus have not explained how, or whether, their 

comments apply to the Staff’s environmental review.  And, in any event, agencies are permitted 

to rely on the reasonable opinions of their own experts rather than those of other experts who 

express a conflicting view.146   

E. Contention 5 (Adequate Confinement/Selenium in Evaporation Ponds) 

Contention 5 asserts that the EA does not include sufficient information regarding the 

hydrologic and geological settings.  Intervenors contend in general that the EA “fails to present 

sufficient information in a scientifically-defensible manner to adequately characterize the site 

and off-site hydrogeology” to allow a meaningful review of potential impacts on groundwater 

resources.147  More specifically, Intervenors assert that the EA contains “unsubstantiated 

assumptions” regarding confinement, fails to account for faults and fractures,  and retains  the 

same geologic nomenclature used in the LRA. 148  Intervenors also claim the EA is inadequate 

because the Staff did not follow recommendations in Dr. LaGarry’s 2008 opinion regarding 

                                                
145 OST New Contentions at 62. The Staff notes that the statement by Dr. Abitz asserting that uranium 
should not have been excluded as an excursion parameter (OST New Contentions at 64) is a basis for 
OST’s previously admitted Environmental Contention A.   Crow Butte, LBP-08-24, 68 NRC at 717 and 
n.132.  As limited by the Board and affirmed by the Commission, that contention addresses two issues:  
the frequency of monitoring for contaminants and the exclusion of uranium as an indicator of excursions.  
Crow Butte, CLI-09-9, 69 NRC at 347. 
 
146 See Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989) (“When specialists 
express conflicting views, an agency must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own 
qualified experts . . . .”). 
 
147 OST New Contentions at 66.   
 
148 Id. at 66, 71. 
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geologic nomenclature and confinement, and assert several specific deficiencies in the EA’s 

discussion of confinement.149  Finally, although this contention is primarily concerned with 

adequate confinement, Intervenors also assert in Contention 5 that the EA is deficient because 

it fails to discuss possible impacts of selenium on wildlife.150  For the reasons discussed below, 

this contention is inadmissible because it is untimely and fails to raise a genuine dispute with the 

EA. 

1. Timeliness of Adequate Confinement Claims 

In 2008, the Board admitted OST Environmental Contentions C and D, which raised 

issues related to communication among aquifers (i.e., lack of adequate confinement) and 

potential effects of that communication on surface and groundwater.151  Those contentions were 

supported by the 2008 LaGarry Opinion (Exhibit B).152  Now, CI are attempting to raise similar 

issues, relying on the 2008 LaGarry Opinion, the 2008 JR Engineering Opinion (Exhibit D) and 

an “updated” opinion by Dr. LaGarry (Exhibit A).153   

Issues raised in the 2008 opinions of Dr. Lagarry and JR Engineering are all based on 

reviews of the LRA, not the EA, and are thus based on information that was available at the time 

the original petition was filed.  Therefore, these documents constitute previously available 

information and any issues supported by those opinions could have been raised previously.  To 

the extent that this contention is based on those documents, it is untimely.   

                                                
149 Id. at 73-80. 
 
150 Id. at 81-82. 
 
151 See Crow Butte, LBP-08-24, 68 NRC at 724-27. CI also submitted contentions on “mixing of aquifers,” 
but the Board rejected those contentions because they were not adequately supported.  Id. at 729-31, 
736.  In its decision The Board recognized that CI’s inadmissible contentions raised issues similar to 
those raised by OST Contentions C and D.  Id. at 731 n.216. 
 
152 Crow Butte, CLI-09-9, 69 NRC at 351-354. 
 
153 OST New Contentions at 66.  Although Intervenors also cite the Abitz Opinion, it is not mentioned 
again in this contention. 
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Furthermore, the 2015 LaGarry Opinion does not add any materially different new 

information to the 2008 opinion, but, as Intervenors admit, “re-iterates the concerns he 

expressed in 2008 with the benefit of additional data and research.”154  A review of the 2015 

LaGarry Opinion confirms that it expresses the same concerns that were identified and 

discussed in his 2008 opinion: (1) “lack of confinement resulting from secondary porosity in the 

form of faults and joints,” (2) artesian flow, and (3) horizontal flow of water beyond the uranium 

bearing strata.155  Intervenors have not explained how any “additional data and research” in the 

2015 LaGarry Opinion identify new issues or provide materially different information than the 

2008 opinion or other previously available information. The new information consists of a 

statement that small earthquakes can affect secondary porosity and alter flow pathways of 

groundwater, and a table listing numerous topographic maps.156  The maps listed in the table, 

which were all published in 2005 or earlier, are not information that was previously unavailable 

to Intervenors.  And in any case, a list of maps without any explanation of their contents or 

relevance to the issues raised cannot support a contention.157  Similarly, Intervenors have not 

demonstrated that the statement about small earthquakes is new or previously unavailable 

information. This statement is expressed in the context of “secondary porosity,” which is a 

concern raised in 2008.  Also, the concept of earthquakes altering ground water paths is not a 

recent discovery, and both the 2008 and 2015 opinions cite studies stating that the area is 

tectonically active.158   

                                                
154 Id. (emphasis added).   
 
155 Exhibit A at 2; Exhibit B at 3-4.   
 
156 Exhibit A at 3, 4-5. 
 
157 USEC, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472; Fansteel, CLI-03-13, 58 NRC at 204-05. 
 
158 Exhibit B at 3; Exhibit A at 2.  The 2015 opinion also cites a 2006 study stating that the area is 
tectonically active “to this day.”  Exhibit A at 2-3.   
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In summary, the 2015 LaGarry Opinion does not present information that was previously 

unavailable or that is materially different than information available in 2008.  Intervenors have 

not demonstrated that this contention is based on different or previously unavailable information, 

nor have they shown that the information in the EA is materially different than information in the 

LRA.  Thus, Intervenors have not demonstrated that the issues raised in the 2015 LaGarry 

opinion concerning secondary porosity (joints and faults), artesian flow, and horizontal flow 

could not have been raised at the outset of this proceeding. A new NEPA contention is not an 

opportunity to provide additional arguments that could have been made originally.159 Therefore, 

the claim that the EA fails to adequately discuss those issues is untimely under 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(c)(1). 

2. Failure to Follow Expert Recommendations 

Intervenors assert that the EA is deficient because the Staff continued to use the same 

geologic nomenclature as CBR in the EA, despite the information provided in the 2008 LaGarry 

Opinion.160 This issue is already the subject of admitted CI Technical Contention F,161 and does 

not raise a new issue in this proceeding.  Furthermore, the assertion that the Staff did not 

address the nomenclature issue is incorrect.  As part of its safety review, the Staff reviewed 

proposed new nomenclature and information from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 

and the state of Nebraska and determined that it was appropriate to retain the nomenclature 

used in the LRA and prior reviews.162  The EA retained the LRA’s nomenclature based on the 

results of the safety review.  And, as the Staff noted in the SER, “nothing in the naming 

conventions for the geologic units in Nebraska or at the Crow Butte facility changes the 

                                                
159 McGuire-Catawba, CLI-02-28, 56 NRC at 385-86.   
 
160 OST New Contentions at 71, Exhibit A at 4. 
 
161 See LBP-08-24 at 738-740. 
 
162 SER at 15. 
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interpretation of the physical or hydraulic features of the rock units.”163  Intervenors did not file a 

new or amended contention based on the discussion of nomenclature in the SER, and under 10 

C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(iii), such a contention would be untimely now, two years after the SER was 

originally issued.   

Intervenors also assert that the EA is deficient because the Staff did not follow other 

suggestions in the 2008 LaGarry Opinion.164  But the NEPA “hard look” standard does not 

require the NRC to follow suggestions provided in an opinion supporting contention 

admissibility, or to discuss how or whether it did so in an EA.  In Section 3.5.2.3 of the EA, the 

Staff provided a thorough discussion of the characteristics of the aquifers, confinement, and 

evaluation of the White River geologic feature, based in part on information from the LRA and 

the Staff’s safety review in Section 2.4 of the SER.  Thus, the Staff reached reasonable 

conclusions in the EA concerning these topics and potential impacts on surface water and 

groundwater.   

 3. Specific Deficiencies with EA Section 3.5.2.3 

 Intervenors next assert several specific deficiencies with respect to Section 3.5.2.3 of the 

EA that are untimely and fail to identify a genuine dispute with the EA.165  Intervenors have not 

demonstrated that these assertions are based on previously unavailable information, or 

information that is materially different than previously available information.  Specifically, 

Intervenors have not shown that information about aquifer characteristics, pumping tests and 

aquifer confinement in the EA is significantly different from information provided in the LRA.  

Therefore, asserted deficiencies with respect to these topics could have been raised in 2008 

and fail to meet 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.309(c)(1)(i) and (ii). And although the discussion in the EA of the 

                                                
163 Id. 
 
164 OST New Contentions at 73.   
 
165 Id. at 75-79. 
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Staff’s independent evaluation of the White River structural feature is materially different from 

the information in the LRA, it is essentially the same as the discussion of that evaluation in the 

SER, which was originally published in 2012.  Therefore, disputes with that analysis could have 

been raised at that time and are untimely under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(iii). 

 The asserted deficiencies with Section 3.5.2.3 of the EA also lack adequate support and 

fail to raise a genuine dispute with the EA.  First, Intervenors fault Section 3.5.2.3.2 of the EA for 

not explaining what constitutes a “minor amount of leakage,” and speculate that CBR’s pump 

test results showing no leakage were due to equipment failures or lack of sensitivity.166  They 

also assert that CBR should be required to conduct new pump tests because the previous tests 

are old and pump testing technology has improved.167  But they provide no support for these 

assertions other than to say that in 2008, JR Engineering and Dr. LaGarry recommended 

additional pumping tests.168  Because Intervenors provide no specific information supporting the 

assertion that the four pump tests performed by CBR were deficient in any way, they fail to raise 

a genuine dispute with the EA.   

Second, Intervenors speculate about environmental harms from interactions between 

Squaw Creek and the surface aquifer (Shallow Brule), citing language in Section 3.5.2.3.2 of the 

EA.169  Again, they provide no further explanation or support for this assertion.  That section of 

the EA explains that the mined aquifer – the Basal Chadron -- is separated from the shallow 

Brule sand by a “thick impermeable layer.”170 Because Intervenors provide mere assertions 

without support, these assertions fail to raise a genuine dispute with the EA and do not form the 

basis for an admissible contention.   

                                                
166 Id. at 75-76. 
 
167 Id. at 78-79.  
 
168 Id. at 76. 
 
169 Id.  
 
170 EA at 38. 
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 Third, Intervenors assert that the Staff accepted the theory that the White River 

structural feature is a “fold” without data, research or analysis.171  Contrary to this assertion, 

Section 3.5.2.3.3 of the EA describes the independent analysis that the Staff used to reach its 

conclusion that the White River structural feature is a fold.172 Intervenors have not taken issue 

with that analysis except to state that it uses data from the North Trend Expansion Area instead 

of the main CBR site.173  However, as stated in the EA, the White River Fault is located along 

the southeast boundary of the North Trend area.174 Hence, the Staff used the North Trend data 

for its modeling because that is where the fault is located.  Because Intervenors misconstrued 

the discussion in the EA, they have failed to raise a genuine dispute on this issue.    

 Finally, Intervenors assert, without further support, that Section 4.6.1.2 of the EA fails to 

state that surface waters could be impacted by leakage from the mined aquifer.175  Intervenors 

do not explain why such a statement was required, and therefore they fail to raise a genuine 

dispute with the EA.  Moreover, Section 3.5.2.3.2 of the EA discusses the basis for finding that 

the upper confining layer provides adequate confinement, making interaction between the 

mined aquifer and overlying aquifers or surface waters unlikely.  Therefore, the impacts that 

Intervenors propose are not “reasonably probable,” and it was not necessary to discuss them in 

Section 4.6.1.2 of the EA.176   

                                                
171 OST New Contentions at 63.   
 
172 EA at 38-39.     
 
173 OST New Contentions at 78. 
 
174 EA at 38. 
 
175 OST New Contentions at 79.   
 
176 Seabrook, CLI-12-05, 75 NRC at 341. 
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 4. Impacts of Selenium on Wildlife 

As part of Contention 5, Intervenors also assert that the EA is deficient because it fails to 

discuss selenium.177  Intervenors assert that selenium is harmful to birds, especially waterfowl, 

and that selenium-contaminated groundwater could seep into low areas and create wetlands 

that might attract migratory birds.178  Intervenors assert that the Staff did not follow advice of a 

2007 letter from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) regarding selenium (Exhibit N), and 

that, therefore, the Staff’s consultation with FWS was “ineffective” and violated NEPA.179  

Intervenors also claim that because a 1982 regional groundwater study found very low levels of 

selenium in northwest Nebraska, and because ISR operations are known to increase selenium 

concentrations, the NRC should have established a new baseline value for selenium.180 

 This portion of Contention 5 is untimely under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1).  The LRA 

discusses expected changes in water quality in the mined aquifer during operations and 

specifically mentions that levels of selenium would be expected to increase.181  The LRA also 

provides a table of average baseline values which indicates that average baseline Se is 2 ppb 

with typical increases to 70 ppb during mining.182  Thus, information was previously available in 

the LRA regarding increases in selenium concentrations during ISR operations, and Intervenors 

have not demonstrated that the 2009 USGS report (Exhibit K), which Intervenors quote as 

support for this claim, provides materially different information.  Furthermore, Exhibit N, the 

letter from FWS to NRC, was sent in September 2007 and became publicly available in ADAMS 

                                                
177 OST New Contentions at 81-82.     
 
178 Id. at 81. 
 
179 Id.  
 
180 Id. at 82 (citing Exhibit E at 51).   
 
181 LRA at 2-177, 6-4. 
 
182 Id. at 2-177 to 2-178.   
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shortly thereafter.183  Therefore, this claim is based on information that was previously available 

and Intervenors could have raised their concerns about selenium and wildlife in their original 

petition in 2008.  They are foreclosed from doing so now by 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1).184 

Intervenors’ claims regarding selenium also fail to raise a genuine dispute with the EA.  

Intervenors must explain why omitted information is necessary in order to demonstrate a 

genuine dispute, and intervenors must explain how documents support a contention.185  

Intervenors assert that the Staff’s consultation with FWS was ineffective, and that the Staff did 

not follow FWS’s advice.  But the letter from FWS was input to the NRC’s Generic 

Environmental Impact Statement on In-Situ Leach Uranium Milling Facilities (GEIS),186 not part 

of FWS consultation for the CBR license renewal.187  Therefore, Intervenors’ assertion that the 

Staff’s consultation with FWS was ineffective is inaccurate.   

 Intervenors also fail to demonstrate that selenium in evaporation ponds will lead to 

impacts that are sufficiently significant or probable to warrant discussion in the EA.  The “hard 

look” standard requires “a reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the 

probable environmental consequences.”188  As noted above, the letter from FWS provided 

comments as input to the GEIS, and the Staff considered these comments when preparing the 

GEIS.189  Section 4.2.5.2 of the GEIS addressed the issue of impacts to migratory birds and 

other wildlife from selenium in evaporation ponds, and concluded that such impacts would be 

                                                
183 ADAMS Accession No. ML072540098. 
 
184 See also McGuire-Catawba, CLI-02-28, 56 NRC at 385-86 (stating that a new NEPA contention is not 
an opportunity to raise additional arguments that could have been made originally). 
 
185 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi); USEC, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472. 
 
186 NUREG-1910, Generic Environmental Impact Statement on In-Situ Leach Uranium Milling Facilities 
(May 2009). 
 
187 Exhibit N at 1. 
 
188 Trout Unlimited, 509 F.2d at 1283 (emphasis added). 
 
189 GEIS at G-160 to G-161, G-207, G-212 to G-213. 
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small.190  The conclusion was based on past experience at NRC-licensed ISL facilities, which 

have not identified impacts to wildlife from evaporation ponds, and the presence of synthetic 

pond liners that inhibit the growth of vegetation that might serve as a food source and exposure 

pathway.191  As stated in section 4.12.2.1 of the EA, the ponds at the CBR facility have 

impermeable synthetic liners.192  The EA also states that the prevalence of waterfowl in the 

project area is “extremely low” due to lack of suitable habitat.193  Because Intervenors have not 

met their burden of explaining why the omitted information is required, they have not raised a 

genuine dispute with the EA. 

F. Contention 6 (Groundwater Quantity) 

 Intervenors assert that the EA “fail[s] to provide an analysis of the ground water quantity 

impacts” of the proposed action, and that the EA “presents conflicting information on ground 

water consumption.”194  Intervenors conclude Contention 6 by quoting blocks of text from 

Sections 4.6.2.2.1 and 4.6.2.3 of the EA and then stating simply that the contention is 

admissible. 

 First, as a threshold matter, the assertion that the EA “fail[s] to provide an analysis of the 

ground water quantity impacts” is plainly incorrect.  The EA specifically addresses the project’s 

expected impacts to ground water quantity in Sections 4.6.2.2.1 and 4.6.2.3, and further 

discusses expected cumulative impacts to ground water quantity in Sections 4.13.6.2.1, 

4.13.6.2.2, and 4.13.6.2.3.195  As this Board has explained, “[i]t is fundamental that a contention 

                                                
190 Id. at 4.2-34. 
  
191 Id. 
 
192 EA at 102. 
 
193 EA at 61. 
 
194 OST New Contentions at 83. 

195 EA at 74-75, 81-83, 116, 117-119. 
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of omission will fail where the allegedly missing information, in fact, is in the [challenged 

document].”196 

 Second, Intervenors quote Section 4.6.2.2.1 of the EA, which states that “[i]impacts to 

ground water quantity during ISR operations can be caused by consumptive water use.”197  That 

section of the EA also states that the facility is licensed to process 9,000 gallons of leach 

solution per minute.  Intervenors note that this figure does not include the consumption of water 

for restoration and decommissioning, citing the EA’s statement to that effect in Section 2.1.  

Intervenors’ objection is misplaced.  Section 4.6.2.2.1 describes the impacts of consumptive use 

during operations; the impacts to ground water from restoration and decommissioning activities 

are described in Sections 4.6.2.3 and 4.6.2.4, respectively.  Intervenors do not explain why this 

constitutes “conflicting information on ground water consumption,” and have not demonstrated a 

genuine dispute with an issue of material fact.   

 Third, Intervenors challenge the conclusion in Section 4.6.2.3 of the EA that short-term 

impacts from consumptive ground water use during aquifer restoration may be moderate, but 

overall impacts will be small as water levels in the Basal Chadron aquifer recover.  The EA 

explains that “[u]nder the most conservative estimates of drawdown in this area, the Brule and 

Basal Chadron aquifers would remain saturated,” and that “recovery rates of confined aquifers, 

such as the Basal Chadron aquifer, are generally far more rapid than those observed in water 

table aquifers.”198  Elsewhere, the EA explains that: 

Although the piezometric surface was lowered in the Basal 
Chadron aquifer over the previous license period, the aquifer 
remained under a significant amount of pressure. Water levels in 
wells penetrating the Basal Chadron aquifer continue to rise very 

                                                
196 Crow Butte, LBP-08-24, 68 NRC at 748 (citation omitted). 
 
197 OST New Contentions at 83. 

198 EA at 119. 
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close to the land surface or actually flow under artesian 
pressure.199 
 

Intervenors seem to imply that the overall impacts will be greater than small.  But they do not 

provide any facts or reasons allegedly omitted in the EA that would support a greater finding.  

Nor do they explain why the facts and analysis presented in the EA would require a greater 

finding.  Instead, Intervenors simply quote several paragraphs from Sections 4.6.2.2.1 and 

4.6.2.3 of the EA—highlighting certain sentences—and then assert that the contention is 

admissible.  Intervenors have failed to specify what reasoning or conclusions in the EA are 

deficient or provide facts to support the contention.  Therefore, Contention 6 is inadmissible 

under 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi). 

 
G. Contention 7 (Technical Sufficiency/Clarity) 

 Intervenors argue that the EA commits several fatal omissions, and that the EA does not 

present information in a clear and concise manner.  In particular, Intervenors argue that the EA 

is deficient “with regard to presentation of the scientific and technical bases for a large number 

of assumptions made in the Final EA, some of which are simply adoptions of Crow Butte’s 

assumptions stated in the LRA.”200  Intervenors cite three examples from the EA to illustrate this 

claim. 

 First, Intervenors point to Section 3.4.3 of the EA, “Seismology.”  That section identifies 

and discusses the potential for seismic activity in northwest Nebraska.  Intervenors assert that 

Section 3.4.3 fails to mention two earthquakes that occurred in 2011 and that were reportedly 

felt in Crawford, Nebraska, and that this omission puts the EA in violation of NEPA.201  As 

explained in the Staff’s response to Contention 14, which raises this same issue, this concern 

                                                
199 Id. at 75. 

200 OST New Contentions at 87. 

201 OST New Contentions at 88. 
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does not support an admissible contention because Intervenors have not shown that the 

omission of the 2011 earthquake information is significant.202 

 Second, Intervenors identify a typographical error in Section 4.10.2 of the EA, in which 

the year “2007” was mistyped as “2207.”  Intervenors assert that “there is no basis for the public 

to insert which year was intended.”203  Section 4.10.2 of the EA discusses the license renewal’s 

expected impacts to wetlands.  It states that “stream sediment sampling for Squaw and English 

Creeks indicate that measured concentrations of radiological parameters (e.g., uranium) 

between 1998 and 2207 [sic] are consistent with preoperational monitoring, which indicates that 

these levels are anomalous natural background concentrations.”204  The statement includes a 

citation to Crow Butte’s 2007 License Renewal Application, referenced as “CBR 2007A.”205  

Given that the “2207” typographical error appears in a statement citing the 2007 application, and 

given that the statement that refers to completed stream sediment sampling, it is apparent that 

the intended year was “2007.”  CI’s concern does not demonstrate a genuine dispute with a 

significant issue of material fact and does not support admission of the contention. 

 Third, Intervenors refer to Section 3.4.1.7 of the EA, which discusses the Arikaree 

stratigraphic group.  Intervenors note that in the first sentence, the Staff inadvertently states that 

the Arikaree and Oglalla groups are absent in “the immediate North Trend project area.”206  

Intervenors do not state, however, that the EA immediately goes on to provide “a general 

description for each group . . . because they do occur on a regional scale,” rendering this 

                                                
202 See infra at 64-66. 
 
203 OST New Contentions at 89. 

204 EA at 94. 

205 Id. 

206 EA at 27 (emphasis added).  In fact, the Arikaree and Oglalla groups are absent in both the North 
Trend and license renewal project areas.  See LRA at 2-77, Figure 2.6-1, “Bedrock Geology Map, Dawes 
County.” 
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concern moot.207  The location and characteristics of the Arikaree and Oglalla groups are further 

discussed in Sections 3.4.1.8, 3.4.1.9, 3.4.1.10, 3.4.2, and 3.4.3.208  Intervenors do not assert 

that the actual description of the Arikaree and Oglalla groups in the EA is deficient.  Therefore, 

this example also does not demonstrate a genuine dispute with a significant issue of material 

fact and does not support admission of the contention. 

 In addition, Intervenors state that the Abitz Opinion209 identifies 46 other “issues that 

warrant a more detailed evaluation.”210  But the Abitz Opinion was authored in 2008 as an 

opinion regarding the LRA.  While Intervenors assert that the issues identified in the LRA by Dr. 

Abitz are “carried forward” into the EA, the reliance on the Abitz Opinion makes this contention 

plainly untimely under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1).  New contentions must be based on information 

that was not previously available, and on information that is materially different from previously 

available information.211  The Abitz Opinion and the LRA (the document the opinion actually 

addresses) are not new information, and under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1) cannot support a new 

contention. 

H. Contention 8 (Air Quality) 

Contention 8 asserts that the EA fails to adequately describe air quality impacts due to a 

number of omissions from the EA.212  This contention relies on statements from the 2008 Abitz 

Opinion, which asserts various deficiencies with the LRA.  The asserted deficiencies include a 

recommendation to perform particulate monitoring to determine dose from airborne effluent, 

failure to collect site-specific particulate (PM10) data, failure to discuss air impacts during 
                                                
207 Id. 

208 Id. at 27-29. 

209 CI Exhibit C. 

210 OST New Contentions at 89. 

211 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(i)-(ii). 

212 OST New Contentions at 92-95. 
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decommissioning, failure to discuss air quality impacts from evaporation ponds, and failure to 

provide certain information associated with MILDOS modeling.213  As discussed below, this 

contention is inadmissible because it does not meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§§ 2.309(c)(1) and 2.309(f)(1)(vi). 

This entire contention is based on information in the LRA, and is supported only by the 

Abitz Opinion, a document provided in support of Intervenors’ original contentions in 2008. 

Thus, all of the issues raised in this contention are based on previously available information 

and could have been raised at that time.  Therefore, the standard in § 2.309(c)(1)(i) has not 

been met.  Furthermore, Intervenors have not based the contention on any materially different 

information (i.e., data or conclusions in the EA that differ from the LRA, or other documents that 

were unavailable in 2008).  In fact, Intervenors contend that the deficiencies are “carried 

forward” from the LRA to the EA.  Therefore, the standard in § 2.309(c)(1)(ii) has not been met.  

On this basis alone, the contention is inadmissible. 

 Furthermore, a contention requires “sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute 

exists,” and in the case of an omission, an intervenor must explain why alleged missing 

information is required.214 Simply asserting that a violation of NEPA occurred because 

information is not included is insufficient. With regard to site-specific PM10 information, the Abitz 

Opinion simply states that it is required, without providing a reasoned basis for the asserted 

requirement.215 And the asserted omissions of discussion of air quality impacts from particulate 

and mist in evaporation ponds and details of MILDOS modeling do not cite any requirements for 

such information or explain why such information must be included.  The NEPA “hard look” 

                                                
213 Id. at 93-95. 
 
214 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi).   
 
215 USEC, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472.   
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standard does not require exhaustive detail or discussion of every possible impact;216 the EA is 

not intended to be a research document.217  

Intervenors have also asserted several omissions that are discussed in the EA.  With 

regard to dose from airborne effluent, Intervenors fail to acknowledge that total effective dose 

calculations for air pathways are presented in Section 4.12.2.2 of the EA,218 and Intervenors 

have not taken issue with those calculations.  Therefore, they have not raised a genuine dispute 

on that issue.  Intervenors also assert that there is no discussion of decommissioning impacts 

on air quality in Section 4.6.2.4 of the EA.219   However, those impacts are discussed elsewhere 

in the EA.  Section 4.4.1 of the EA states that air quality impacts from decommissioning are 

expected to be small.220  Section 4.13.4 of the EA states that impacts from decommissioning are 

expected to be smaller than those from construction, and that dust suppression practices will be 

employed.221 And finally, Section 4.4.1 states that a separate, site-specific environmental review 

will be required when CBR’s decommissioning plan is submitted for approval.222 Intervenors 

have not identified deficiencies with these statements.  Therefore, they have not raised a 

genuine dispute with the EA on this issue. 

I. Contention 9 (Mitigation Measures) 

 Intervenors argue that the EA fails to analyze the effectiveness of proposed mitigation 

measures.  Intervenors state that “to the extent NRC relies on mitigation for any impacts, such 

mitigation must be specifically spelled-out, at least in reasonable detail, and the effectiveness of 

                                                
216 LES, CLI-05-20, 62 NRC at 536; PFS, CLI-02-25, 56 NRC at 349. 
 
217 Pilgrim, CLI-10-22, 72 NRC at 208. 
 
218 EA at 103. 
 
219 OST New Contentions at 94. 
 
220 EA at 68.   
 
221 Id. at 111.  
   
222 Id. at 68. 
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the proposed mitigation must be analyzed,” but the EA “makes no attempt to evaluate the 

effectiveness of any of the proposed mitigation.”223 

 NEPA itself does not mention mitigation measures.224  The Supreme Court has, 

however, stated that “a reasonably complete discussion of possible mitigation measures is an 

important ingredient of an EIS, and its omission therefrom would undermine NEPA’s ‘action-

forcing’ function.”225  Accordingly, even though it does not say so explicitly, NEPA requires an 

agency to analyze mitigation measures when preparing an EIS.226  The applicable legal 

standard for an EIS is whether agency has reasonably described possible mitigation measures 

and “discusses the extent to which adverse effects can be avoided.”227  Where it is obvious how 

mitigation measures will reduce impacts, the environmental document need not explicitly 

discuss their effectiveness.228  As one court recently stated, “[t]he discussion and effectiveness 

of mitigation measures does not need to be highly detailed.”229  In cases where an agency 

prepares an EA and FONSI that relies on mitigation measures, at least one NRC Board has 

found that “there must be some assurance that the mitigation measures constitute an adequate 

buffer against the negative impacts from the authorized activity to render such impacts so minor 

                                                
223 OST New Contentions at 97 (emphasis in original). 

224 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq. 

225 Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 352 (1989). 

226 The CEQ’s regulations also direct an agency to consider mitigation measures in an EIS.  40 C.F.R. § 
1502.14(f). 

227 Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 352. 

228 See Oregon Natural Desert Ass’n v. Jewell, No. 3:12-CV-00596-MO, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 130466 
(D. Or. Sept. 11, 2013) (“The FEIS discusses the effectiveness of some mitigation measures and the 
effectiveness of other measures is obvious.”). 

229 Moapa Band of Paiutes v. BLM, No. 10-CV-02021-KJB-(LRL), 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 116046 (D. Nev. 
Oct. 6, 2011).  
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as to not warrant an EIS.”230  Recent guidance from the CEQ agrees with this finding “where an 

agency chooses to base the use of less extensive NEPA analysis on mitigation.”231    

Frequently, mitigation measures will be imposed by the requirements of a license or permit 

issued by the NRC or another federal or state government agency.  It is well-established that 

the NRC does not assume that a licensee will violate its obligations, including the obligations of 

its license.232  

 Intervenors present a “non-exhaustive list” of sections in the EA that allegedly contain 

deficient mitigation analysis.233  In each of these sections, according to Intervenors, the 

mitigation analysis “consists of the NRC Staff’s belief that CBR will comply with its own 

procedures or procedures otherwise described in the Final EA but not subject to any form of 

‘hard look.’”234  Specifically, Intervenors challenge Sections 4.6.1.1 (Construction Impacts on 

Surface Water), 4.6.1.2 (Operational Impacts on Surface Water), 4.6.1.3 (Aquifer Restoration 

Impacts on Surface Water), 4.6.2.2.1 (Ground Water Quantity Impacts from Consumptive Use), 

4.6.2.2.2 (Ground Water Quality Impacts from Spills and Leaks), 4.6.2.2.3 (Ground Water 

Quality Impacts from Waste Storage Ponds), 4.6.2.2.5 (Ground Water Quality Impacts to Deep 

                                                
230 Detroit Edison Co. (Fermi Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3), LBP-12-23, 76 NRC 445, 467 (2012) (internal 
citations omitted). 

231 Final Guidance for Federal Departments and Agencies on the Appropriate Use and Monitoring and 
Clarifying the Appropriate Use of Mitigated Findings of No Significant Impact, 76 Fed. Reg. 3,843, 3,844 
(January 21, 2011). 

232 See Private Fuel Storage (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-01-9, 53 NRC 232, 235 
(2001) (“[T]he NRC does not presume that a licensee will violate agency regulations wherever the 
opportunity arises”); GPU Nuclear, Inc. (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-00-6, 51 NRC 
193, 207 (2000) (“NIRS also fails to offer documentary support for its argument that AmerGen is likely to 
violate our safety regulations.  Absent such support, this agency has declined to assume that licensees 
will contravene our regulations.”). 

233 OST New Contentions at 98-100. 

234 Id. at 100.   
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Aquifers), and 4.6.2.3 (Aquifer Restoration Impacts on Ground Water).235  For each challenged 

section, either (1) the EA addresses the effectiveness of mitigation measures or (2) Intervenors’ 

arguments do not apply to mitigation.  Therefore, none of these challenges demonstrates a 

genuine dispute of material fact. 

1. Section 4.6.1.1 (Construction Impacts on Surface Water) 

 Intervenors’ characterization of Section 4.6.1.1 of the EA misstates the Staff’s analysis.  

Section 4.6.1.1 states: 

Construction activities related to the CBR facility to date have had 
a minimal impact on the local surface water.  CBR routinely 
implements administrative and engineering controls of stormwater 
discharge during construction activities under their National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit (CBR, 
2009).  Under NDEQ General Construction Stormwater NPDES 
Permit NER 100000, CBR is required to implement procedures 
that control runoff and the deposition of sediment in surface water 
features during construction activities.  Spills of petroleum 
products or hazardous chemicals into surface waters or related 
habitats must be reported to NDEQ.  CBR also has in place a 
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that provides a 
detailed description of the sediment and erosion controls, in 
addition to descriptions of potential pollutant sources, spill 
prevention and control measures, and outfall controls.236 
 

This description does not simply rely on the existence of mitigation measures for the NRC 

Staff’s conclusion that potential construction activities will likely result in small environmental 

impacts.  Rather, the Staff describes the mitigation measures that CBR has implemented to 

date in accordance with its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit 

and Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality (NDEQ) requirements (and which CBR will 

continue to implement during the renewal period) and notes that CBR’s past construction 

activities subject to those mitigation measures have had a minimal impact on surface water.  

                                                
235 To the extent that Intervenors put forth a general challenge to the mitigation analyses in other sections 
of the EA, doing so does not form the basis of an admissible contention.  To demonstrate a genuine, 
material dispute, an intervenor must address the specific analysis in the EA and explain how it is 
incorrect.  10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi); see also USEC, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472.  

236 EA at 69. 
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Because those mitigation measures will remain in place, no greater impacts are expected.  

Therefore, the Staff has analyzed the effectiveness of applicable mitigation measures, and 

Intervenors’ claim to the contrary is without factual basis or support. 

2. Section 4.6.1.2 (Operational Impacts on Surface Water) 

 Intervenors’ characterization of Section 4.6.1.2 is similarly flawed.  This section of the EA 

states that “[s]torm water discharges are controlled through the [Storm Water Pollution 

Prevention Plan (SWPPP)] that is part of the NPDES permit issued by the NDEQ” and 

describes the mitigation measures required by the NPDES permit.237  The EA also describes the 

Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) plan implemented by CBR, which 

“includes procedures for reporting accidental discharges, spill response, and cleanup 

measures,”238 and refers to Section 3.1.3.4 of the SER to support its finding that “flow 

monitoring and spill response procedures are expected to limit the impact of potential spills to 

surficial aquifers.”239  As discussed in the SER, the Staff verified CBR’s monitoring and control 

of flow rates and injection trunk line pressure during inspections, and that in the case of spills, 

“the applicant has investigated the impacts immediately following the leak/spill and taken 

corrective actions to clean up these releases as required by NDEQ.”240   

Therefore, the Staff’s conclusion that potential impacts to surface water from operations 

are likely to be small is “[b]ased upon minimal historical impacts, permitting and reporting 

requirements,” including the effectiveness of those measures to date.241  Again, the Staff has 

                                                
237 Id. 

238 Id. at 70. 

239 Id. at 69. 

240 SER at 38. 

241 EA at 72. 
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analyzed the effectiveness of applicable mitigation measures, and Intervenors’ claim to the 

contrary is without factual basis or support. 

3. Section 4.6.1.3 (Aquifer Restoration Impacts on Surface Water) 

The EA explains that “[s]torm water quality would be controlled under the SWPPP in the 

same manner as during operations.”242  As discussed above, the Staff described the 

experience-based effectiveness of such mitigation measures.  While Intervenors assert that 

Section 4.6.1.3 does not “reference . . . other impacts to surface water,”243 this is plainly 

incorrect.  The EA discusses the licensee’s current “dispos[al] of the permeate and brine [from 

aquifer restoration] into the two waste disposal ponds and then into two NDEQ-permitted non-

hazardous on-site deep disposal wells,” explaining that the ponds “comply with the design 

installation, and operation criteria specified in the NRC Regulatory Guide 3.11.”244  Regulatory 

Guide 3.11, “Design, Construction, and Inspection of Embankment Retention Systems at 

Uranium Recovery Facilities,” discusses the methods and effectiveness of these measures.245   

The Staff’s conclusion that impacts on surface water from aquifer restoration will be 

small is “[b]ased on CBR’s implementation of [those] mitigation measures in the past and its 

compliance with both the NRC and NDEQ permit requirements.”  The Staff has analyzed the 

effectiveness of applicable mitigation measures.  Intervenors’ claim to the contrary is without 

factual basis or support. 

                                                
242 Id. 

243 OST New Contentions at 100. 

244 EA at 72; see also Regulatory Guide 3.11, “Design, Construction, and Inspection of Embankment 
Retention Systems at Uranium Recovery Facilities (Rev. 3) (Nov. 2008) (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML082380144) (RG 3.11). 

245 E.g., RG 3.11 at 4 (“The latest advances in geotechnical engineering, together with engineering 
experience and knowledge in the field of water storage dams and retention structures, can be used in the 
design and construction of uranium recovery retention systems. The basic concepts of conventional water 
storage impoundments can be suitably modified to produce economical designs that will ensure the 
stability of the retention system and minimal contamination.”). 
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4. Section 4.6.2.2.2 (Ground Water Quality Impacts from Spills and Leaks) 

Intervenors acknowledge that the Staff’s conclusion that overall long-term impacts on 

ground water from spills and leaks will be small is based on mitigation measures including leak-

tested PVC piping supported by repairs and maintenance, and that “if CBR detects any leaks or 

spills CBR is required to undertake immediate spill response actions in accordance with onsite 

standard testing procedures.”246  However, Intervenors argue that “there have been many cases 

of undetected spills and leaks in the past that have had measurable impacts.”247  Intervenors do 

not provide a source here for these undetected spills and leaks, but elsewhere refers to a list of 

leaks in CI Exhibit F (submitted with CI’s 2008 petition to intervene).248  That list contains no 

information about “measurable impacts,” and Intervenors provide no further information to 

support this assertion.  Consequently, Intervenors have failed to demonstrate a genuine dispute 

of material fact based on factual support, and this argument cannot form the basis of an 

admissible contention.  

5. Section 4.6.2.2.3 (Ground Water Quality Impacts from Waste Storage Ponds) 

Section 4.6.2.2.3 describes the usage of waste storage ponds to contain wastewater, as 

well as corrective actions in place in case of a waste storage pond leak or overflow: 

To mitigate the likelihood of pond failure, all ponds at the CBR 
facility are designed and built using impermeable synthetic liners.  
A leak detection system is installed, and all ponds are inspected 
on a regular basis.  In addition, shallow monitoring wells are 
installed around the ponds.  In the event that a leak is detected, 
the contents of the pond with the problem are transferred to 
another pond while repairs are made.   
 
To date, several leaks associated with the inner pond liner have 
occurred (NRC 2014).  In each case, these leaks were quickly 
discovered during routine inspections, primarily as a result of leak 
detectors in the under drain system.  Corrective actions included 

                                                
246 OST New Contentions at 101. 

247 Id. 

248 OST New Contentions at 57. 
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lowering the pond level and locating the leak to allow repairs.  
Based on the ground water quality data measured in the shallow 
monitoring wells surrounding the ponds, none of the pond leaks 
impacted the shallow ground water and it is assumed the second 
pond liner functioned as designed and prevented a release of the 
pond contents.  All pond leaks, their causes, and corrective 
actions taken are reported to the NRC and NDEQ.249 
 

The EA also explains that pond levels are required to be closely monitored as part of the daily 

inspection, and that the amount of effluent in the ponds was reduced in 2010, providing 

sufficient capacity to handle diverted flow if necessary.250  Again, the Staff has based its 

conclusion that long-term impacts will be small on the proven effectiveness of these mitigation 

measures, and Intervenors’ bare assertion to the contrary does not establish a genuine dispute 

of material fact. 

6. Section 4.6.2.2.5 (Ground Water Quality Impacts to Deep Aquifers) 

Intervenors argue that the conclusion in Section 4.6.2.2.5 that Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) and NDEQ Underground Injection Control (UIC) requirements will keep impacts 

negligible during continued operations is based solely on the existence of those 

requirements.251  But as the EA notes, these measures have been in place during operations 

and “[t]o date, no impacts to deep aquifers have been detected and permitting requirements 

would keep these impacts negligible in continuing ISR operations.”252  Based on the previous 

effectiveness of these mitigation measures, the Staff concludes that deep aquifers will continue 

to be protected.  Furthermore, it is appropriate for the Staff to analyze the effectiveness of these 

mitigation measures based on CBR’s assumed compliance with requirements imposed by the 

                                                
249 EA at 77. 

250 Id. at 78. 

251 OST New Contentions at 101. 

252 EA at 81. 
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NRC and other state and federal agencies.253  Ultimately, Intervenors do not explain why the 

Staff’s discussion of mitigation effectiveness is deficient. 

7. Section 4.6.2.3 (Aquifer Restoration Impacts on Ground Water) 

In its challenge to Section 4.6.2.3, Intervenors simply quote the EA’s statement that the 

applicable mitigation measures are the same “monitoring and mitigation activities for ground 

water aquifers during operations described in Section 4.6.2.2.”254  As explained above, the Staff 

consistently analyzed the effectiveness of the appropriate mitigation measures in the 

subsections of Section 4.6.2.2.  Intervenors have provided no additional argument or support to 

demonstrate a genuine dispute with a material fact. 

8. Section 4.6.2.2.1 (Ground Water Quantity Impacts from Consumptive Use) 

Intervenors argue that the NRC staff fails “to properly analyze impacts and mitigation 

measures” in Section 4.6.2.2.1 because the EA “states that the USAGE and QUALITY of 

groundwater mitigates the QUANTITY of consumptive use.”  Specifically, Intervenors argue that 

(1) the Staff’s determination that the mined aquifer is confined could be false because a sensor 

might have been faulty in a 1982 pump test, and (2) the “USE and QUALITY of water are 

completely unrelated to the QUANTITY of water being consumed by Crow Butte.”255 

First, Intervenors provide no factual support for their assertion that a faulty sensor is to 

blame for the determination that the mined aquifer is confined.  Second, neither of Intervenors’ 

arguments relate to effectiveness of mitigation measures.  The fact that the use of water from 

the Basal Chadron aquifer by other parties is limited because of poor water quality is not a 

mitigation measure, but simply a factor that contributes to overall consumptive use.  Contrary to 
                                                
253 Cf. Strata Energy, Inc. (Ross In Situ Recovery Uranium Project), __ NRC __, LBP-15-3 (January 23, 
2015) (ADAMS Accession No. ML15023A566) at 82 (“there is nothing in the record to suggest that SEI 
(or the staff) will not act in good faith to ensure that SEI’s regulatory responsibilities, including its license 
conditions, are honored, and the Board cannot assume non-compliance”) (citing Oyster Creek, CLI-00-6, 
51 NRC at 207). 

254 OST New Contentions at 101. 

255 Id. at 101-02. 
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Intervenors’ assertion, the EA does not describe this factor as a mitigation measure.  Finally, 

Intervenors appear to misunderstand the relationship between the water quality in the Basal 

Chadron and CBR’s consumptive use of the water in the mined aquifer.  Contrary to Intervenors’ 

assertion that they are “completely unrelated,” the poor water quality in the Basal Chadron and 

the associated limited use of that water mean that CBR’s consumptive use will have a limited 

impact on ground water quantity in the area.  Intervenors’ arguments do not demonstrate a 

genuine dispute of material fact, and their factual assertions are without support. 

9. Section 3.11.1 (Non-Radiological Activities Associated with Current Operations) 

 Intervenors challenge the EA’s finding that no excursions in the Basal Chadron 

Sandstone have threatened water quality as “mak[ing] no sense” because excursions might 

have reached beyond the ring of monitoring wells.256  Again, this concern is unrelated to the 

Staff’s explanation of mitigation effectiveness.  But more importantly, this argument fails to meet 

the requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1), because it is not based on information that was 

previously unavailable or that is materially different from previously available information.  

Intervenors’ claim relies on the 2008 opinion of Dr. Abitz, which was based on a review of the 

LRA, not the EA, and was based on information that was available when the original petitions to 

intervene were filed in this proceeding. 

 Because the arguments raised in Contention 9 are either unsupported, fail to raise a 

genuine dispute on a material issue, mischaracterize the Staff’s analysis of the effectiveness of 

mitigation measures, or are untimely, they do not establish an admissible contention. 

J. Contention 10 (Cumulative Impacts) 

 Intervenors assert that the “Final EA fails to adequately analyze cumulative impacts 

associated with the proposal.”257  They state that in the EA, the Staff “must address not only 

                                                
256 Id. at 102. 

257 Id. at 103. 
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past uranium mining in the region by CBR or others, but also present [any] foreseeable uranium 

development—including the North Trend Expansion Area, the Marsland Expansion Area and 

the Three Crows Expansion Area,” and that the EA only does so with respect to cultural 

resources.258  

 The asserted basis for this contention is plainly incorrect and is unsupported by an 

examination of the EA.  While Intervenors claim that the EA only considers the expansion areas’ 

impacts on cultural resources, the EA discusses cumulative impacts—including reasonably 

foreseeable impacts from CBR’s proposed expansion areas—to each resource area.259  As this 

Board has previously explained, “[i]t is fundamental that a contention of omission will fail where 

the allegedly missing information, in fact, is in the [challenged document].”260  Consequently, 

Contention 10 does not demonstrate a genuine dispute with the EA on an issue of material fact 

and is inadmissible. 

 
K. Contention 11 (Alternatives)  

 Intervenors argue that the EA fails to adequately analyze all reasonable alternatives, and 

that “numerous unexplored and unreviewed alternatives exist.”261  To support an admissible 

contention, Intervenors “must show that a particular alternative was not discussed in the [EA] 

and provide some support that the alternative is reasonable.”262  Under NEPA, an agency need 

not discuss alternatives that are “infeasible, ineffective, or inconsistent with the basic policy 

                                                
258 Id. at 104. 

259 EA at 104-128. 

260 Crow Butte, LBP-08-24, 68 NRC at 748 (citation omitted). 

261 OST New Contentions at 106. 

262 Powertech USA, Inc. (Dewey-Burdock In Situ Uranium Recovery Facility), LBP-13-9, 78 NRC 37, 89 
(2013) (citing Union Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit 1), LBP-12-15, 76 NRC 14 (July 17, 2012)). 
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objectives for the management of the area.”263  An alternative might not be feasible for a variety 

of reasons, including a failure of the alternative to meet the project’s purpose and need.264  The 

EA describes alternatives the NRC Staff considered but eliminated in Section 1.5.2.  The Staff 

found that the potential alternatives of underground and open pit mining, each coupled with 

conventional milling, were not feasible for several reasons, including the spatial characteristics 

of the mineral deposit, the costs of mill development, higher risks employees and the public, and 

the consequences of a permanent tailings impoundment.265 

Intervenors offer two examples of alternatives that, they believe, should have been 

analyzed in the EA: (1) a prohibition on the use of Alternate Concentration Limits (ACLs) for 

ground water restoration and (2) a requirement that CBR complete restoration of the ground 

water and surface waters to levels acceptable for domestic and agricultural uses.  Neither of 

these supports an admissible contention under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1).  First, the suggestion 

that the NRC impose a license condition prohibiting the use of ACLs overlooks the very purpose 

of ACLs, which is to address situations where restoring ground water to baseline conditions or 

MCLs would not be practicable.266  ACLs are one of the allowable standards in 10 C.F.R. Part 

40, Appendix A, Criterion 5B(5).  Therefore, Intervenors’ argument essentially amounts to a 

general challenge to the NRC’s regulations, which is impermissible in a Part 2 adjudication.267  

                                                
263 Northern Alaska Env’l Center v. Kempthorne, 457 F.3d 969, 978 (9th Cir. 2006) (quotation marks and 
internal citations omitted); see also Fuel Safe Washington v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
389 F.3d 1313, 1323 (10th Cir. 2004) (quoting All Indian Pueblo Council v. United States, 975 F.2d 1437, 
1444 (10th Cir. 1992) (holding that an “agency need not analyze the ‘environmental consequences or the 
alternatives it has in good faith rejected as too remote, speculative, or . . . impractical or ineffective’”)). 

264 Clinton ESP, CLI-05-29, 62 NRC at 806 (excluding an energy efficiency alternative because it would 
not advance the applicant’s goals). 

265 EA at 3. 

266 See 10 C.F.R. Part 40, Appendix A, Criterion 5(B)(5).  Criterion 5(B)(5) prescribes three alternative 
standards for ground water restoration at ISR facilities: (1) background concentrations, (2) maximum 
values from chart 5C, or (3) an ACL. 

267 10 C.F.R. § 2.335(a). 
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Furthermore, the only statement in support of this alternative is Intervenors’ assertion that “this 

is the law in places such as Colorado—demonstrating that it is possible and workable.”268  This 

misunderstanding of the purpose of ACLs, coupled with the assertion that the alternative is 

“possible and workable” without adequate support, cannot form the basis of an admissible 

contention.269   

Nor is the second suggested alternative demonstrably reasonable.  Intervenors state 

that “[i]f the mined units were returned to a water quality level such that the condition was 

substantially the same as the pre-mining condition—that is, it could be used with some 

reasonable and commercially feasible filtering, such would be a reasonable alternative.”270  

Because an alternative is not reasonable unless it is feasible and effective, Intervenors’ 

argument amounts to a tautology.  Intervenors essentially argue that if this level of restoration 

were feasible and effective, then it would be a reasonable alternative.  But Intervenors provide 

no support or explanation for the implied premise that such levels of restoration are feasible and 

effective.  Without any factual basis, this suggested alternative cannot support an admissible 

contention under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1). 

 
L. Contention 12 (Emissions and Waste) 

Contention 12 asserts that the EA fails to take a hard look at impacts associated with air 

emissions and liquid waste disposal.  For the reasons discussed below, this contention is 

inadmissible because it fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.309(c), (f)(1)(v), and 

(f)(1)(vi). 

                                                
268 OST New Contentions at 106. 

269 OST proposed a contention in the Powertech proceeding based on an identical suggested alternative.  
The Board found the contention inadmissible, explaining that OST misunderstood the purpose of ACLs 
and finding that OST had not provided the requisite “support that the alternative is reasonable.” Dewey-
Burdock, LBP-13-9, 78 NRC at 89. 

270 OST New Contentions at 106. 
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1. Emissions 

With regard to emissions, Intervenors make three unsupported claims. First, Intervenors 

assert that the EA lacks current information on air emissions and their impacts on various 

receptors and provides a model based on “admittedly incomplete and erroneous information.”271 

But Intervenors do not identify the specific section of the EA where the model they refer to is 

discussed, nor do they provide any explanation to back the asserted lack of information on air 

emissions.  Second, Intervenors assert that the EA does not analyze “varying particulate and 

radon emission rates from the disposal of liquid 11e2 byproduct via evaporation.”272  Again, 

Intervenors provide no further explanation to support their claim of omission.  Finally, 

Intervenors assert that the EA does not mention foreseeable impacts of wind storms or tornados 

on the facility, and that the EA relies on “incomplete and incorrect emissions and meteorological 

data.”273  Intervenors do not identify a requirement to discuss impacts of wind storms or 

tornados or explain why they must be discussed.  Intervenors also do not identify the allegedly 

incomplete and incorrect data, let alone explain why it is incorrect.  It is an intervenor’s burden 

to provide factual support for a contention, to identify the specific portion of the EA that they take 

issue with, and to explain why omitted information is required.274  Intervenors have not met that 

burden for any of these issues.  Therefore, this part of the contention is inadmissible. 

2. Selenium impacts from land application of wastes 

Intervenors assert that the EA “fails to properly account for impacts to wildlife resulting 

from land application of ISL wastes.”275  Intervenors cite a 2007 letter from the FWS to the NRC 

(Exhibit N), which states that FWS does not recommend land application using center pivot 
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irrigation, and a 2000 FWS report that describes risks to wildlife associated with selenium based 

on a study of land application of ISR waste in Wyoming.276  Intervenors claim that the final EA is 

deficient because it does not account for these impacts or present evidence and evaluation 

addressing why these concerns do not apply.277 

This claim pertaining to land application of wastes is untimely based on 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.309(c)(1) because it could have been raised at the outset of this proceeding.  Exhibit N, the 

FWS letter, was sent in September 2007 in response to NRC’s Notice of Intent to prepare the 

GEIS and has been publicly available in ADAMS since then.278  Similarly, Exhibit O, the report 

on effects of land application of ISR wastes in Wyoming was published in 2000.  Intervenors 

have not demonstrated that this information was previously unavailable to them or why this 

issue could not have been raised in their original 2008 petitions.  Therefore, this claim does not 

meet the standard in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1)(i).  Furthermore, the LRA and the EA both identify 

land application as a possible waste disposal option, but do not specifically discuss impacts 

from selenium.  Intervenors have not shown that the EA contains data or conclusions on this 

issue that are materially different than what is found in the LRA  Furthermore, Intervenors have 

not provided any supporting information that is materially different than what was available prior 

to 2008. Therefore, this claim fails to meet the requirements of 2.309(c)(1)(ii).   

Furthermore, Intervenors have not provided adequate support for this issue.  The 2000 

FWS report (Exhibit O) is based on a study of land application at the Highland ISR project in 

Converse County, Wyoming, where the natural uranium deposits have up to 4500 ppb of 

selenium and the ISR wastewater had concentrations of 1000 to 2000 ppb of selenium.279  

                                                                                                                                                       
275 OST New Contentions at 108-09. 
 
276 Id. 
 
277 Id. at 109. 
 
278 ADAMS Accession No. ML072540098. 
279 Exhibit O at 1.   
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Intervenors have not demonstrated that similar concentrations occur at the CBR facility.  

Therefore, Intervenors have not demonstrated that impacts described in this report would occur 

at the CBR facility.  Although Intervenors assert that the Staff must explain why the EA does not 

address the effects of selenium,280 it is the intervenor’s burden to provide support for their 

contention, and to explain why the omitted information is necessary.281  Furthermore, when a 

document is supplied in support of a contention, the intervenor must explain how the document 

supports the contention.282  Here, Intervenors have not done so. 

Intervenors also fail to demonstrate that selenium will lead to impacts that are sufficiently 

significant or probable to warrant discussion in the EA.  The Staff is not required to examine 

every aspect of a project in its NEPA document,283 and the “hard look” standard requires “a 

reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the probable environmental 

consequences.”284  As noted above, the letter from FWS provided comments as input to the 

GEIS, and the Staff considered these comments when preparing the GEIS.285  Sections 4.2.5.2 

and 4.2.12.2 of the GEIS discuss potential impacts of land application on ecological resources 

and conclude they will be small.286 As a basis for this finding, the GEIS cites requirements at 

NRC licensed ISR facilities to monitor and control irrigation areas to maintain levels of 

radioactive and other constituents, including selenium, within allowable release standards, and 

use of a licensee’s environmental monitoring program to ensure water is within allowable 

                                                
280 OST New Contentions at 109. 
 
281 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.309(f)(1)(v) and (vi). 
 
282 USEC, CLI-06-10, 63 NRC at 472. 
 
283 PFS, CLI-02-25, 56 NRC at 349. 
 
284 Trout Unlimited, 509 F.2d at 1283 (emphasis added). 
 
285 GEIS at G-160 to G-161, G-207, G-212 to G-213. 
 
286 Id. at 4.2-34, 4.2-62. 
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release limits and to monitor soils for radionuclides and metals.287  CBR committed to both of 

those requirements in its 1993 application to amend its license to allow land application, and its 

proposed release limits include selenium.288  CBR’s commitments with respect to land 

application are tied down in License Condition 10.17.  Also, as noted in the EA, CBR possesses 

an NPDES Permit for land application issued and enforced by the NDEQ.289  It is appropriate for 

the Staff to give substantial weight to NDEQ’s decision that issuing the permit would be 

environmentally acceptable.290  As discussed above, because Intervenors have failed to explain 

why a discussion of selenium was necessary, they have failed to raise a genuine dispute with 

the EA. 

M. Contention 13 (Endangered Species) 

Contention 13 asserts that ESA Section 7 consultation was not completed and impacts 

to “imperiled” species were not analyzed and reviewed as required.291 For the reasons 

discussed below, Contention 13 is admissible only with respect to the Staff’s failure to complete 

the informal Section 7 consultation process by receiving concurrence from FWS on the Staff’s 

determination that threatened and endangered (T&E) species will not be affected.  In all other 

respects, this contention is inadmissible because it fails to raise a genuine dispute with the EA. 

With regard to Section 7 consultation, the NRC Staff contacted the FWS in 2007 

requesting information on T&E species in connection with the CBR LRA.292  The FWS 

                                                
287 Id. at 4.2-62. 
 
288 Joel L. Grimm, “Land Application of Restoration Waste Water – Ferret’s Crow Butte ISL Facility” at 5-6 
(Nov. 16, 1993) (attached as Staff Exhibit 2). 
 
289 EA at 12.   
 
290 Public Serv. Co. of New Hampshire, et al. (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-77-8, 5 NRC 503, 
527 (1977).   
 
291 OST New Contentions at 109-114. 
 
292 Letter from Gregory Suber, NRC, to John Cochnar, FWS (May 15, 2008) (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML081270752). 
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responded in June 2008 with a list of species that may be present in the vicinity of the site.293  

The Staff incorporated the information obtained from FWS, as well as other sources, in its 

discussion of impacts to wildlife, including T&E species, in the EA.  Under 50 C.F.R. § 

402.13(a), when engaging in informal consultation, an agency must provide its determination as 

to whether the proposed action will affect T&E species to FWS and request FWS concurrence.  

If FWS concurs with that determination, no further consultation is required. 

The Staff has realized that it did not complete the informal consultation process by 

requesting and receiving concurrence from FWS on the Staff’s determinations regarding T&E 

species.  To remedy this oversight, the Staff has provided the final EA to FWS for review and 

has requested concurrence with the determination that T&E species will not be impacted.294  

When concurrence is received, the Staff will supplement the EA as necessary to describe the 

completed consultation process and its results.  But at this point, the contention is admissible on 

this basis because the informal consultation concurrence has not been received. 

The remainder of Contention 13 consists of several unsupported assertions of 

inadequacies or omissions in the EA.  First, Intervenors assert that the EA fails to provide the 

“required analysis of conservation objectives that could be adopted to protect four endangered 

species that have the potential to occur in the CBR facility area.”295  Because Intervenors do not 

identify the source of this requirement or why it applies here, they fail to raise a genuine dispute 

with the EA on this issue. 

Second, Intervenors assert that the EA describes the whooping crane as transient but 

fails to mention that evaporation ponds are places where a whooping crane would probably 

                                                
293 Letter from John Cochnar, FWS, to Gregory Suber, NRC (Jun.15, 2008) (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML15022A235). 
 
294 Letter from Lydia Chang, NRC, to John Cochnar, FWS (Jan. 22, 2015) (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML15022A217). Although not required to complete Section 7 consultation, the Staff has also asked for 
concurrence from the Nebraska Department of Game and Parks (NGDP).  Letter from Lydia Chang, NRC, 
to Michelle Koch, NDGP (Jan. 22, 2015) (ADAMS Accession No. ML15022A421). 
295 OST New Contentions at 112. 
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touch down.296  Intervenors provide no factual basis for the assertion that whooping cranes are 

likely to be found at the CBR facility or that they would “probably touch down” at an evaporation 

pond.  Again, this is a bare assertion that fails to raise a genuine dispute. 

Third, Intervenors assert failure to seek consultation regarding the whooping crane, and 

assert that the EA states that a “no effect” determination was not available for the project.297  

But in Section 4.10.8 of the EA, the Staff concluded that there would be no adverse effect on the 

four Federal or state-listed species that may occur in this part of Nebraska.298  Thus, the EA 

does not state that a “no effect” determination is not available.  Because Intervenors have 

misread the EA, they have not raised a genuine dispute on this issue.   As discussed above, the 

NRC sought consultation with FWS on threatened and endangered species, including the 

whooping crane.  The NRC has determined that there would be no adverse effects on 

threatened or endangered species, and is awaiting concurrence from FWS. 

Fourth, Intervenors assert that the NRC ignored advice from FWS regarding the impacts 

of selenium on birds, especially waterfowl such as the whooping crane.299  This repeats 

assertions made in Contention 5 and is addressed in the Staff’s response to that contention. 

Fifth, Intervenors assert, without further explanation, that the discussion in the EA about 

the black-footed ferret is “unreasonably bounded.”300  Intervenors do not explain what they 

mean by “unreasonably bounded,” nor do they provide any additional explanation or support for 

this.  Without any further explanation of this bare assertion, Intervenors fail to raise a genuine 

dispute on this issue.  Similarly, Intervenors’ restatement of two paragraphs from sections 

                                                
296 Id. 
 
297 Id. at 112-13. 
 
298 EA at 97-98. 
299 OST New Contentions at 113. 
 
300 Id. 
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4.10.5 and 4.10.6 of the EA, without identifying any issues with those paragraphs,301 fails to 

raise a genuine dispute with the information contained in them. 

Finally, Intervenors assert that the EA does not contain “a detailed examination of 

impacts on wildlife from waste disposal” or a discussion of waste disposal or land application in 

operations or decommissioning.302  Again, Intervenors have provided no further explanation for 

why such discussions are required. With regard to the latter assertion, Section 2.2. of the EA 

discusses waste disposal and Section 2.4 discusses decommissioning of evaporation ponds.303  

Intervenors have not raised any issues with these sections. For these reasons, Intervenors fail 

to raise a genuine dispute with the EA on this issue. 

N. Contention 14 (Earthquakes and Secondary Porosity) 

Contention 14 asserts that the EA does not adequately describe or analyze the impacts 

of earthquakes with regard to their effects on secondary porosity and adequate confinement.304 

This contention raises two concerns:  first, that Section 3.4.3 of the EA fails to disclose an 

earthquake that occurred in 2011, and second, that the EA does not address Dr. LaGarry’s 

statement that “even small earthquakes . . . are continuously creating, closing and redistributing 

the secondary porosity of the region’s rocks and changing the flow pathways of the region’s 

groundwater.”305  As discussed below, this contention is inadmissible because Intervenors have 

not shown that the omission of the 2011 earthquake information is significant, nor have they 

demonstrated that the statement about small earthquakes satisfies the timeliness requirements 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1). 

                                                
301 Id. at 113-114. 
 
302 Id. at 114. 
 
303 EA at 8-10, 12-13. 
304 OST New Contentions at 114.   
 
305 Id. at 115. 
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Section 3.4.3 of the EA discusses the seismic risk classification of the area and a 

number of earthquakes that have occurred in northwest Nebraska.306  The EA states that the 

CBR facility is in USGS Seismic Risk Zone 1, and acknowledges that “low to moderate tectonic 

activity is occurring.”307  The EA also states that the most recent earthquake recorded in 

Nebraska was in 2007 and that no earthquakes have been felt in Nebraska since that event.308  

Intervenors assert that this section of the EA is inaccurate because it fails to mention a pair of 

2011 earthquakes that occurred in South Dakota, and were felt in northwest Nebraska.309  

According to Exhibit I, the earthquakes had magnitudes of 3.7 and 3.3 and occurred in roughly 

the same location – approximately 30 miles north-northwest of Chadron, NE, and 26 miles south 

of Hot Springs, SD.310   

Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1)(vi), an intervenor must explain why omitted information is 

required in the EA.  In this case, Intervenors are correct that, given the more recent information 

in Exhibit I, the statement in the EA that no earthquakes have been felt in Nebraska since 2007 

is inaccurate.  But Intervenors have not explained why the EA must include information on the 

two 2011 earthquakes in order to satisfy the “hard look” standard of NEPA.  Section 3.4.3 of the 

EA is not intended to catalog every earthquake that has occurred in the region (as noted in that 

section of the EA, there have been over 1100 of them).  Rather, the purpose of the section is to 

provide a reasonably thorough discussion of the seismic conditions in the area in order to 

determine whether significant environmental impacts are likely.  NEPA does not require the staff 

                                                
306 EA at 28. 
 
307 Id. 
 
308 Id. at 29. 
 
309 OST New Contentions at 115 (citing Exhibit I).  This issue was also raised in Contention 7.  OST New 
Contentions at 88.  
 
310 Exhibit I at 1-2. 
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to create a research document.311  Intervenors have not demonstrated that omission of these 

two earthquakes from the seismology discussion in the EA is significant, and thus have failed to 

raise a genuine dispute with the EA on this issue.312  

With regard to Dr. LaGarry’s statement about the effects of small earthquakes, this part 

of the contention fails to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(c)(1).  Section 2.6-3 of 

the LRA discusses earthquakes,313 and, furthermore, Intervenors have not shown that the EA 

contains data or conclusions that are materially different from the LRA.  Furthermore, the 2008 

LaGarry Opinion identified that the area is tectonically active and raised concerns about 

secondary porosity (faults and joints).314  As discussed earlier in the Staff’s response to 

Contention 5, the information in the 2015 LaGarry opinion is not materially different than 

information in the 2008 LaGarry Opinion.315  And there is no indication that the concept of 

earthquakes altering groundwater flow paths is a recent discovery.  For these reasons, this part 

of the contention is inadmissible because it does not meet the requirements of § 2.309(c)(1).   

                                                
311 Pilgrim, CLI-10-22,  
 
312 Clinton ESP, CLI-05-29, 62 NRC at 810. 
 
313 LRA at 2-114 to 2-120. 
 
314 Exhibit B at 3. 
 
315 See supra at 32-33. 
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CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons discussed above, the Board should reject the new contentions proffered 

by CI and OST, with the exception of the portion of Contention 13 regarding completion of ESA 

consultation.   
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01/07/2015
 
U.S. Department of Commerce Record of Climatological Observations

These data are quality controlled and may not be
identical to the original observations.

National Climatic Data Center
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Federal Building
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service 151 Patton Avenue

Asheville, North Carolina 28801
www.ncdc.noaa.gov

 
Station: CHADRON 3 NE, NE US GHCND:USC00251578
Observation Time Temperature: 1900 Observation Time Precipitation: 1900 Elev: 3463 ft. Lat: 42.837° N Lon: 102.953° W
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Rain,
melted
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Snow, ice
pellets,
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(in)

F
l
a
g

Snow, ice
pellets,

hail, ice on
ground

(in)

Ground
Cover
(see *)

Max. Min.
Ground
Cover
(see *)

Max. Min.

  2012 11 1 59 29 47 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 2 62 36 45 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 3 63 25 38 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 4 56 26 45 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 5 62 25 52 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 6 60 34 37 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 7 77 31 53 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 8 63 36 39 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 9 54 32 37 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 10 37 19 19 0.28   3.8   3                

  2012 11 11 26 9 19 0.00   0.0   2                

  2012 11 12 41 7 26 0.00   0.0   1                

  2012 11 13 47 17 33 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 14 52 22 43 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 15 50 30 42 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 16 64 38 52 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 17 63 39 42 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 18 68 36 52 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 19 62 24 44 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 20 71 32 44 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 21 72 37 55 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 22 55 31 31 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 23 48 11 32 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 24 61 28 40 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 25 40 31 32 0.30   0.7   1                

  2012 11 26 34 19 21 0.35   4.5   4                

  2012 11 27 31 12 20 0.00   0.0   2                

  2012 11 28 41 11 24 0.00   0.0   1                

  2012 11 29 50 19 32 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 30 64 28 45 0.00   0.0   0                

Summary   54.4 25.8   0.93   9.0    

 
The '*' flags in Preliminary indicate the data have not completed processing and qualitycontrol and may not be identical to the original observation
Empty, or blank, cells indicate that a data observation was not reported.
*Ground Cover: 1=Grass; 2=Fallow; 3=Bare Ground; 4=Brome grass; 5=Sod; 6=Straw mulch; 7=Grass muck; 8=Bare muck; 0=Unknown
"s" This data value failed one of NCDC's quality control tests.
"T" values in the Precipitation category above indicate a TRACE value was recorded.
"A" values in the Precipitation Flag or the Snow Flag column indicate a multiday total, accumulated since last measurement, is being used.
Data value inconsistency may be present due to rounding calculations during the conversion process from SI metric units to standard imperial units.
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01/07/2015
 
U.S. Department of Commerce Record of Climatological Observations

These data are quality controlled and may not be
identical to the original observations.

National Climatic Data Center
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Federal Building
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service 151 Patton Avenue

Asheville, North Carolina 28801
www.ncdc.noaa.gov

 
Station: CHADRON 3 NE, NE US GHCND:USC00251578
Observation Time Temperature: 1900 Observation Time Precipitation: 1900 Elev: 3463 ft. Lat: 42.837° N Lon: 102.953° W
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(see *)
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(see *)

Max. Min.

  2012 12 1 58 33 40 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 2 67 33 58 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 3 60 29 35 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 4 55 30 47 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 5 67 31 54 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 6 54 29 29 T   0.0   0                

  2012 12 7 41 28 34 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 8 45 18 29 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 9 29 -2 -2 0.08   2.1   2                

  2012 12 10 33 -4 22 0.00   0.0   1                

  2012 12 11 42 17 38 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 12 56 25 44 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 13 53 26 49 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 14 50 26 35 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 15 41 19 29 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 16 46 24 25 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 17 50 13 47 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 18 47 26 32 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 19 32 15 16 0.05   0.7   1                

  2012 12 20 41 10 32 0.00   0.0   T                

  2012 12 21 52 13 33 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 22 47 21 28 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 23 44 9 11 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 12 24 23 8 8 0.04   0.9   1                

  2012 12 25 11 0 2 0.09   2.2   3                

  2012 12 26 19 -9 17 0.00   0.0   3                

  2012 12 27 17 7 7 0.03   1.0   4                

  2012 12 28 25 -9 23 0.00   0.0   4                

  2012 12 29 29 10 21 0.00   0.0   2                

  2012 12 30 28 8 13 0.00   0.0   2                

  2012 12 31 24 4 14 0.00   0.0   1                

Summary   41.5 15.7   0.29   6.9    

 
The '*' flags in Preliminary indicate the data have not completed processing and qualitycontrol and may not be identical to the original observation
Empty, or blank, cells indicate that a data observation was not reported.
*Ground Cover: 1=Grass; 2=Fallow; 3=Bare Ground; 4=Brome grass; 5=Sod; 6=Straw mulch; 7=Grass muck; 8=Bare muck; 0=Unknown
"s" This data value failed one of NCDC's quality control tests.
"T" values in the Precipitation category above indicate a TRACE value was recorded.
"A" values in the Precipitation Flag or the Snow Flag column indicate a multiday total, accumulated since last measurement, is being used.
Data value inconsistency may be present due to rounding calculations during the conversion process from SI metric units to standard imperial units.
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01/07/2015
 
U.S. Department of Commerce Record of Climatological Observations

These data are quality controlled and may not be
identical to the original observations.

National Climatic Data Center
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Federal Building
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service 151 Patton Avenue

Asheville, North Carolina 28801
www.ncdc.noaa.gov

 
Station: FORT ROBINSON, NE US GHCND:USC00253015
Observation Time Temperature: 0800 Observation Time Precipitation: 0800 Elev: 3812 ft. Lat: 42.666° N Lon: 103.462° W
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  2012 11 1 70 31 39 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 2 69 31 35 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 3 64 26   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 4 60 31   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 5 64 29 37 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 6 63 34 38 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 7 76 31 36 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 8 75 32 32 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 9 54 25 34 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 10 52 23 33 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 11 33 4 15 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 12 43 12 17 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 13 48 17 33 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 14 53 24 28 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 15 54 23 28 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 16 63 28 36 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 17 62 36   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 18 65 31   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 19 65 25 36 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 20 68 28 42 0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 21 69 34   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 22 64 36   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 23 48 20   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 24 62 26   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 25 57 32   0.00   0.0   0                

  2012 11 26 34 23 25 0.23   3.8   4                

  2012 11 27 35 13 14 0.01   0.2   3                

  2012 11 28 46 14 26 0.00   0.0   2                

  2012 11 29 55 24 33 0.00   0.0   1                

  2012 11 30 63 29 39 0.00   0.0   0                

Summary   57.8 25.7   0.24   4.0    

 
The '*' flags in Preliminary indicate the data have not completed processing and qualitycontrol and may not be identical to the original observation
Empty, or blank, cells indicate that a data observation was not reported.
*Ground Cover: 1=Grass; 2=Fallow; 3=Bare Ground; 4=Brome grass; 5=Sod; 6=Straw mulch; 7=Grass muck; 8=Bare muck; 0=Unknown
"s" This data value failed one of NCDC's quality control tests.
"T" values in the Precipitation category above indicate a TRACE value was recorded.
"A" values in the Precipitation Flag or the Snow Flag column indicate a multiday total, accumulated since last measurement, is being used.
Data value inconsistency may be present due to rounding calculations during the conversion process from SI metric units to standard imperial units.
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~ J~·~ 1, ISll, r~rrtl (•plurltion Cacp1n1 of Nrbr•lk•, Inc. (ferret), 
>•~•tttJ • II~~'~ ~c.tnt r~st to th~ ~V( •~r~'''~ l•nd •ppllt•tlon 
of c~rt•tn ~>I~ ••ttr 11 t~lr Crow ~Itt l~l l1ttlll7 ~•r Cr•wford, 
~·~•••l•. \~clf•callJ, t~e •ppllc•t•on propose' .-.ndl"9 •n •ppro•Pd pl1n, 
dr\cr.~J '" Lht llten~et'' soba1lt1l ~IPd ~~•\I l, 1988. lht orl9in1l pl•n 
lr. . ol.~ tr~•tlnl rrstor1tlo~ • •ttr In 1 rewtrst 0\8Q\I& vnll, •nd dlsc~rgl"9 
'""' of 11 Oft 1 60-•crr plot of l1n~ ~••r lht pl1nt. I~ llctns~·s projtcl 
~., ~~ )Pl ftOC~tdtd to lt.e polftt lhll l•nd 1ppllt 11ion IS "ftes&•'J• 

""' ;·~•f'd ,..,~ uaoht'\ 111 ~ltlo~l •o •u• plot, .-rul•d relult 
llolt\ (or • lrw of tb• c~lc•l <onstllutnl\ tn lbt w1ttr, 1nd lncluO.s 
•'l•t••~l ••trr 4frlvtd fro- ~II O.v•l~t 1n lht 41sth1r9f pl1n. 
~~JottOftlllr. f•rrrt proposts •n eop1ndtd anftror.rftl11 .aftltorlft9 pr09f.S 
1\\0Lt•tf'd ••tn l1nJ 1ppllc1ll~. lhr or191~l 60·1trt •rr• propostd lor l1nd 
~pit 1t1oa, C1lltd Ar~A I ~tnr, I\ fouftd 1n tht ~t~. ~tc. ll, lllN RSTJ, 
•rprool&ol~l, 1 . ~ atles nort~)t of thP ~roctsslng pliAt. ·~~ ~ly propostd 
l .. d 4rPi tt•t•o~ a,.a, or •rta l, lies , ... dlatel7 A~JACtftt 1nd south of lhe 
r•lot prot~~''"1 pl&ftt, .ntre restor1tlon •ttiYi ttts ••II br cOftduct~. In th~ 
Sr \. rc. 19, Ill•. UIJ. 

f•rr~t ~rtpol~\ to dlsth&~ up to l!.~ ••Il ion q1lloft\ of tr~&ted w&t•r 
•·~l i t . (~r•j to the prt•lou~lr &ppro•~ pi•"· this lntlu~\ Aft &nn~l 
··~·W· \· or I.S allltnn qallon\, (Oft\1\tln~ of ••trr purqrd frp, .,,,, durlnq 
cor.s: r uet•a~ ~~ ~··1~1. Well dr<rlopr~~t •attr '' n•tur•IIJ occurrtn9 
c• ::.t>.S •Hrr. not 1 H affrctt<l b/ ur~nl ... r•<ottr.,. lt.•r•for~. It don not 
c .,,.,,. '""'1•1! ~~ttrUh, 11>l lh dl\lNf'!A jr.,_ r"ult '"1ft lfttrule of 
#Ill~ ~t• u..,.,, )"frae lttM\f'd .uthllll•\. 

/, -
Tt L~ 

------------------~1 
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~Jo I ' ulol 

I~• "-'" ••ltr I; to ~ f·rou•• 1<'1 lor ur•n•ll" 4nd r•dlu• r~llllv.l, •nd then 
truttd In r~•••nr ol..,lU t'ol~•r• 1·1 to r~·dwr douoJ.~d 10II.S1 Ire. ont 
~ortlon of tho• ••:or, c~Nrnlr~lln•r th" In •~oth~r. Und •ppllutlon of lhe 
lr••trd ,..,.,. 101'1ul.l oocur l,lf <J·• Iy rl4rtr.') 1~1' llr.l!o r DOni hi .,..n •w•poullon 
••·I •••r<~tr•nlp!r•tlon ''" tll•l~•lt. lrrr~t ~ropo\1'1 to •pply Ill~ ••ter •t • 
r•t., up to 1 -nt "J\~ r'-'' •td .. 

R~•tr\0' o\~\1\ •••••,...nt nf •••t• ••lrr 11 lilt l41t of thr~• •ctlwiiiPS ~lch 
pro.l~<r • "'.Jnr rlllurr.l frc:a ~n lSI projo·ct. A rtvHU' o"ocnh trut.Mnt 
•tsh .. re•ult1 In two ltl'•••le ••\It' rro•lucu; " concentr•trd brine '"" 
olrcont••ln.II,..J ... ,,.,. lno•n u pr,..••l•. lhr brtnt II stored (or eupor.at I on 
,,. • ltnr·i rrlrntlon pond. lh~ o.ajorltt of pf~~te I~ rtlnjtcled to flulh 
t~(' ·~Jiftr rlurlr.•J rruar•tlon, WI tt.tr• n&.alns t'I(C'II pe~··· rtqlllrln9 
diiPGI•I. It II lhr r•<•ll clr•n pe~•tr which ferrrt •lshrs to dispose or 
thruu')~ l•nol •pploc•tlcn. 

l•nd •rpltc•tlon l1 • a.tt.od of brnefftl•lly UliAq w•\tP w•ter ~nd bro•dc~\t\ 
It onto~".,.,. of l•n~ u\lng ortllnHy lrrlg•tlon tq~lpwnt. lhe lrrlgllfd 
l•n~ :~n be left '' oprn r•nq~ l•nd, or . •n bf pl•nttd with ••rfou\ crops 
~hlch rnh•ntc •••rotr•n•plr•tlon ol ···~,. lroa t~c '"II. rcrret propo\e\ to 
dl\po\t of tht p•~••~. ~nd ••t•r purged froa .ells dJrlng con\tructlon •nd 
d~·olo"""'nt, u\ln1 this ooothod. Ally crops 'I'""" would bt plo-ed IIIlo the 
qround e•th •utucn to conrtltlon the toll. 

$tr tl !!Jr~rh.t_~n•LCro••••l W•t••r 

I~• ur•nlus proJuclnq \lr.at• '''ocl•trd •lth this •lnlng proJ~t 11 the 
Ch••Jron fo~tton. lhr Cl'·•!lron h coftlo,..,.bly owerl•ln b7 the Bruit 
ro,..,.tton, •hllh i\ found •t the t~rf•t~ In the •lnlnq •nd lrrlq•tlon .are•'· 
tho Brule "'' ~rn \Ubdlwidtd Into the lo..tr Orcll• •nd upptr Vhllne7 ~''• 
I~ •ppro•l-..tt cont•ct •tlh the th•dron c.an bt dote<tcd In drill cutting\, 
but not u\u•lly In gcophJ\Ic•l 1011. lht Or•ll• ~r Is C~\cd of buff to 
bro--o tlllltontl, with c~n lpottt qr•en noault\ ., It gr•dcs Into the grern 
thy\ of tt•l' (lwlron. lht llllltnl't Htebtr of tht !n41e h C~\td of f•lrl7 
~111•• bolf to br~ \iltston~\, .. ~ich •rc prob4bly coll•n In orl9ln. 
Stwtr•l •olt•ntc ''" l•~tr\ ~>••• ~fft rrporttd In outcrop\. lht Vhltnrt 
~,. t)plc~ll, be<~\ tolr\tr gr•ln~d tow~rd the upptr cont•ct. Scm. 
.odtr1tr to •PI I d~ftnt~ th•nnrl \•ftd\ c•n bt ob\,~td In drill ~olt\ .and In 
outcrop\. ~~~ uprtr 6rult ''"d\to~t\ ••• ll•ltPd In J•t•r•l ••tent •nd 
(oftllnulty, lnJt \l""o' ., ... utu,.trt •llh "•ttr In tht' ot~t,..ht 9tnrr.ally 
o~r~~bl~ Brul~. lltthln t~P prdjrct ••~•. thrse \•nd 1111ll\ .are rncounlerO'd 
In lh• VI;I'H 1~0 frl't of thr .trill holt\. 

~<"Jion•llt .anJ lac.ally, t~•· Urul.- un•htonr unlit.,,. '"'orunt •qulfen, 
rrod .. Cin'} wlfournt 'l" 'nllllr of "411'r woUblt for d:l"'<'ltlc .lnd 
•'Jf'lrull"r.ol rurt<J\r\, IU(•IIr. lht' dtrrction of flow in lhr 8rU1t' •qulfH\ 
I\ to th• •nrth ""''~••\1. 

I 
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A •·" l•l t of \<Ill I •r•'\ •" h yn•J In •·•th "' thr 1·• 1·o.rd 1rri9~t "" ~,, .• ,, 
u. ~. ~Oi l (ora~r-.tiGn So·r .. c•· (\ S) ,, . ... \•:t.orl t•J br r~rrt't ln41Utt' lholl 
\ool t,r•s •t 1'4Ch Ill•· ~·r ..,..J••••II•I , •~II to voll dr•tn,.d, tlo'I'P to 
a>ol-r•h•ly 1!~<1> , •••·J ·~II \UO I •I lor •Jrlbltllr"l l rrtq•lle>n, lh• \CS rtporh 
tn•h<•l• tt~l •J•~~"·J • llr< In tt.cw MN\ I> t,p tr•lly fOilnd .. t drpth\ l)rt'•tu 
ll•.ln l c•t<'r\ (tO '""' ). 

OI~CU\SIO'I 

•>r--•t It•~\ 
"" ' '" •..tr r to f,.• rl'lr.l•'l to ""'••\lrttl~~ ••••• uUn? hlld •~pllutton OtOQid 
b4' ,,,.., .. ,In,.,.,., r~.\1~. lint, •" .. u ... rc·IIOttd froe thr Dint unlh 
dJr ln? f~$ tOr4tlon will h•vt h•d 11r•n1~ r~•~d for C~rcl•l rurpo\t'l uslr~ 
1on tcch•nq• col u·n,, P.~llor•llon will not c~nc• until ur•nlua 
ceonc.ntr.tlonl In lhr tlrtul.illn? •hu- "-it#r hur bteD dlalnhhtd brlow 
co-·rct•IIJ rt"to••r•ble lr•th. n.~ . • cf'rt•tn •=ooP>t of dtqr•d•d ••Ltr 
wi ll 1M- r ~ .... d ,,,.. t~t' Dine ""II uslnq qrouniJ·w•t•r '"''«'P, .tnd ston•d In 
u•ror.at 1c1n pur.d\, C "" I w.1l rr In tt ... .aff« I tel Dlnr unit will thu\ be 
p4rlt•Jit r~~~~Crd tl t1t•~ ••trr fro• th~ )Urrovndt~9 ~qutfrr. 

A·, r~Hor.attGn pro •••" to th~ rnt•rs~ 0\110\1\ ph•se, hrret propo\u to 
aonltor ur•nlu. It•~• ~ In lht restor<ltlcn \lr~., • .tnd conduct s•con~ry 1on 
••ch•n-}t to r«"Daw" ur.antua I f ni.'Ct'\UrJ. Vo~d l..s found tn groun.S ""'" h .also 
rt-e<Jvl'd t>y lrtollct'nt with t..trlln chto rlclt (ll.i(l). ll.iCI h .added to thf' wdt'r 
1n • r•trntlon ~anJ, .and fare\ 1n1ol~bl ~ b!rlu.Jr•dlua sulr•t• s.tlt ~hlch Is 
.all~ to It'll It to thr bolt~ of tht pona. f1n•lly, thr w•ste v~trr Is 
trt•lr·l to .td.Ju\1 ptl l or rrtt~l l~rro....,"tt o f thco rrrtnt' O\alll\ .-qul!'¢t'nl. 

ltrr~t "'~"'''"'"" rt•rr\t 0\110\1 \ trc~nolo~, dur1n9 Ill rrsr.trch •nd 
dt•rlo~nt ph•lr of lht Crew euttc mlnlnq projtCl, Srrctflc•ttons prowl~ 
b7 the rcvrn• oseosH coul~nt a.anu h ctu rC'r 1~d lutr rrrrr\f O\DOsls 
llll"tlr.t~r\ rro•ld~ 9' to 9, r~'rtcnt r fflch•nc , In rrJt<.ll nq v.arlous ..,t•h In 
cont.-ln•ted ••trr. AdJ 1 tlon•llr. <~Ions fo~nd In cont .. ln.ttrd ••ter •rr 
IJPIUIIy rtjrch-.: •t cffl<.ltncl"' r•n91nq f~ eo to 91 pcrunt. lhe onlt 
a.ajor l'>ctptl on to thrsr hlqh rflltlency ••lurs Is t~• bor.ttt lo~ ~lch Is 
onlr rf'DO•<'CI •L .a r.tlf' or H to 10 ~rrcrnt, dtl'f'n•lln<J upon thr pll of lhr 
solution. AdJra t'fflcl.-ncy for r rnovtnq .til 121\sohrd conHIIurnh Is 
•ttAIIItd b1 cultlplt Clrcul.ttlcns or WA\lt ••ttr throu~h the \)'ll~. 

ltrr~ t·s orrr•tton•l ••ptrltrtr ···~ usln? lht rrv t•\t 0\110 \l\ trt•l~nt 
trchnolcq1 I\ \~1r11~d In 14bl~ I. O•t• r~\Uitl~, lroa tht ~10 projttl 
lnollu t• t~c· Cl'*blntr.q 1011 rOIII~r·t"• IIACI ltl•tt I, •~J rt••n• OV'Osll 
trr•l,..nt \ucc rufuiiJ n· ·f.., trs thr tMc,.ntr.ttlt>n "' e.nt trott: CI<'Uh ~low 
•lrlo'<ll ~n lrwrh. I"-"''""' I ton\ Hr ~h~ r r..,. "J \II t •trntrA IIG'I\ •rr ~low 
drtr~trq •.II•• • •••l•rJ• . 
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l•r.le 1: (~IHrt\t~ of ~aooNI tro·•t•l •.Cff ct••'''l fer ttw Craw t:.tl' tl!l 
c•rCJrH, •• , ltrrtl'l FrcrouJ ri'IUir loath lor •ut, ~tu ltrtq4tl0fl, 
lll• I 11 011 lo;tt•r'lt Pfll~rnt loaohtiGM ~~,.clflf'd '" fP~'s lltlt 4:l. (01~ of 
lr~r•l ~ ..... l.lloM , Put HO (CO CIP l'•rt ceo),,.;~·\ corutlt~!lt llath fror 
···IIW'IIo<ll·l ~l ....... \ .. ·1 to ~ ..... ur•tt•J OfU\ tourol In ID a• ,.,., 10 ..... , 
~t•'r ut I••Lro\~• loth• 118 'l'••~l "'''' st•~~>urdJ. (.lll o.t:lh ••• l!tlllgr.-.. 
I" ' llltr o.dru t .ll'ttl otll(,..ht.) 

,.._._, .... , .... .&./' . , ... __ ,... .... . 
y •• ·---· ,..,., ...... . -... ·--
... ,._ 
-· -·--.. , ... _ ~ 

I 

· ~ .. 
•• l·• • 
... • 1""1. 

""-· ... 

.. , .. -· .......... ....._ .... --t•- I • !• N _,...,_ .. ,,_ ....... 
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h<,.t ~ .. \1'7~1 1'1 y<C:>QU•J 1.&-.j .a:;>IIUIIOII prOCf'•J..Irr\ to tffl(ltlltlt 
li i ~O\~ ut ·•~I~ ••t ~r. •n•l• •t~•••l•n~ p~ttnt1•l ~·•••or~~t•l 1p;•ct\. 
•lat lw;~rt••tl,, ,,, •r~l•c•ttc~ r•te ••• CIU>tn to ~rt•tnt \Oil ~•tur•taon 
l>tr'"i t h•t 111 ~pth. lhl\ proi'Oal l'l.aa t~ c.,--bln"4 11(-~,.flt of ~rto•nt '"'J 
I~• l\ ~~ ;r~.~1 ••l•r rea~rcea , ~tit •cc~•ll~~ • rpprtl~t•ll•t 
r~·at ort~; ~·~;••-· Al1111o~•llt, l~t catbtn•ttOft Of l•nd 1~pltC4tiO~ r•t• 
1~1 sn •l <'•••tl•ri\IIC\ ''.ool~ ~•<<tlafyllt preotnl \Urf•ce r~ftoff. r•rrtl 
;r • \ .. \. t") 1:,r1tlf'r ~rr•~t n.tooff 1nto \urf,4tf' w.1t ,.r • In 4Ctor«kn<r •• th 
H CC<'D<'n!.at ut.1 ~,~.,<:I··J !lf I~ U. ~- Sot I (~\Prutll•" Ser•tCe, bf ~>ro•tdln') 
~••t·~ l~•=· ~ere l~e arrlqolto~ ••••• •rr •JJ•c•nl to atrt~>. 

ltru• P•H-11l"l relu~" lt•lh for w.arto~\ tcntt \llf'C It•\, .... uh, ••·I 
•~'""' It Jio~ fo.rr•J 111 ,~, •HI" .-uer too., 1•~4 •~pllf'oJ (l•blt' 1). In "ch 
c... ••. fer~l c o!"\ • ., IPA, r.l<t or Sflt,. or ,_.·br4\loi \lolnd•N •s It\ proposrd 
r•l ~• •r lt~lt. for ~~t lttrnsln1 rurpo1rs, th• ltalta pr~po\Pd lor r•diU2 116 
o•: 1:• •~1 '''·'•' •••~••• o~rt of qr~~~~\1 l~trrr1t ~~~~ •rPIIC4~11111. 
'>~>~' ' ,.,, .. ,~ ll••t for ,.:!1"" l26{U8 1~ • llq-Jt·J •rfl ... •nt •• lO plco<urt;os 
r~r l t!rr (plt/1}. f•rr~t ~rtpOSf~ to utllllt thiS \t•n~rd •\ II\~~~~ 
1•1 1/ '"'"••«' lt&lt. I•J.Jttl~n•llt, hr"'t prn~o••• to ll•tt •h , ........ of 
•oi l~ 11;1118 to a eonthl1 •••••i• of 10 ~ll/1, In .. •ccrd.-nc• • llh IP~ 
st•~rl\ for r•l•••t of •tnt' draan•?~ fovt4 In CO (fR P•rt CCO. "••~•~ll;o, 
f t•rrr~ ft~;•H<'\ to l·att n.tur•l ur•nl .. fl'l••••• to 4 f>(l/1. lhh Yollllf' 1\ 
f«.r r;irrs o., "~'''lllu:1 l.,...r I~Jn 1,'11( rf'li'.t\• lt•it1 ttlrd In 10 (I;; 

P••l ll. 

,. , ·~··"~•"tlt, hrrH ••11 be s•bJtct to tlun:.-p trltrrla for raliua In 
I "'"'1 dH J"'\t,.lll.tle>'l oit:! ~Dm!loSIOitin') Of ltf' 1\l fltll 1 lfo ,,;:('\ 

rtt ••• '"~''' t~•t an, •rta rei••-~:! for unrestrttl~ YS~ c~tatn • 
•tr•t•~~ of ••~'"" '" lan1, •••••~d ottr ••r•s of 100 \7Uirt ~ttrs, 

""' II, "' • H ' •'l b1prod•tl &ltt'rl•l t»fs ret f'Htt'<l t>Jc\qrOJ~•I 1•••1 bt 
~·· ~~~~: (I) \ p lcoc~r•~• ~r 9Y.S (p(l/9) ol r•dl~126 •~rr•~d owPr th• 
1.-11 I~ t• O.,lo• I~• •~rl•v, •111 (1) J!o p(o/9 of r•11 .. 116 ••.,•'l'l:! o.,r 
IS ~~ ·~• c • l•r•r\ aor# tft•~ IS c• belcw t~ ~urf•cP. 

ll::t '"'fl"' ra11'lW t <;nc-tr•taona tn~lt to r•wll I!\ soli\ aff••cte•1 bt 
trrtr .. tt"9 •It~ r••••~• o~tl\ p~•te. lh• •••I til~ tnclu:!•1 I~• follov1~9 
c n•\pr••t••~ •• •~tto~s: (I) frrrrt rol••\•1 t~t ~rt,oi•J ... ,~ wol~~. 
19.~ ••II•~ ;•II~·'· of .,,,. ••t•r ~.,~ ~~··· (2) tro ••st• ••ttr rti••~•J 
coot• IM I'P ,_,,,.,. •llc.w•bl• •"'JJ" , .. ,...., ( e!l!rnl of 10 ~(1/1, a•d 
0 ) 1::.0 ~·v•t ol !'>I' r•i•.: •llacl,., 111•11 to loll r••tltll') an thr lop 
I~ I" a l soal. lilt rnJitt•lj ••~• ·..,. 11!> '"'H"IHtl., tn tt< tcp IS c• of 
"oi l l" llc • "? 1:1 rurs of rtUcr•ll~" •"I irtl-;.!ttro ...,.,,., '"' 0.1~8 p(tf?• 
f cr~" \t''" l ""' '"•H ft.Mtf\. .. 1 ,. • ..,.IJIS ••l 'lf'\ • Ill t_ .. lr • rf", .,11 ,,., 1J9 I t1trt1 wt ll 
:-... ~ .. 1, h. 1• .~ '~,a., e..-.:• h.tlf tJ f ttu~ tfl •u,.,.ttl• ... ••1 < •Jf~tiM'I 

1D • ~J'tooll"'' i l l ( ,•tf'' ,.r•tf 11" ' \ 41 ~·afl) r J f"'J pt •l''~ • 1th 
I": • t' .. I'!' "'po trf'' Jill , .. ,.tf~"tf l 1-:'• t.' '• \h·- "'1 It :ot 1trt! 

" r:!!I'Jn t .,·,.,,, ,,.,. • II r .11 r t oi"'.t l fl '=J•Jf~~"f .ullt1 

~------------------1 
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pr ocr l o r pJ•~ t~ to ~·"'' cowp ll~~(~ wi th •r~ro.td r41~~·~ llalt\. 
l ~•oro• D'nt A I •••II ''"~p lln1 will • 1\u bP r~q.,lrod t o 41'U'lbl hh b~l~ ~ro..nd 
~o<"·trr•tr•l"~~ of r•ll w'> , ur~r.hro, .1~ :1 \~<tr•l olhtr .,..uh In thr \ Oil 
ll•hl r 1). 

l ur l ~•r \ 4~1tt 1 l~•l to~\ wi ll b~ ~'l•bll \hrJ to t6ftltcr potrntl•l tcpA(li 
uporo '"'' · '" 'IAtt ••t··r, ""<I •Jro·,n,:t ••ttr (hoi~ 1). hrrrt propo\n to 
··~"" ' H•\' r ~.rh r o f ""'" ltortn') l uc•llunt with rup~c.l to lht uri lfr •pprond 
p i•~. \o tl ··•~lin? for u ! 11•11 Z16 woll b~ cn!IJ-Kird following uch 
l rrl'li llo~ \rAU•n. Gr ou"li w~l~r U'!'J)Iong will w tr~crrurd tr .. o11r 
orlqtn ; ll / Jrrr ol! J er u lt l o rr-.o i iOII ""'"• to lhro(' wt!lh nur U t h Of the 
•.rro~llrn .arra. ~urf•tr 1t~IH U"''IIIMJ """ •n•ly\h will bl! lfltrt•utcl fr .. 
o~r ~urf• C• tr,"""'"•'n l Ori iJi n~ llJ · ~rro.r", t o tr.clu~r •n AiSJIIIon•l \lrf'UI 
H ": ll ••t lcc. t ~en nt~r l~ r •1!t• l lrr lq•tlon •ru . 

l~rrr t ' r r ro.rd c~ •• )• • t o II ~ ••l ~ r lAnd • r pllcAtlon proqr•a ar• alnor, And 
''''l"' ' •·hlnl\tr•ll•~ . l~t' r•oruH•J ch~n')H will not •ffnt thr ntrA~ 
rrt,t lroJ c nJitltn\ o f t~" hnd •fPIIUtlon \f \ l.. . llle ....,unt of • nte 
•1t r r to t~ rrl u ·.f'·l 1\ t ncru1~d only by •rll dt~el opsrnl w1trr nat $ubjrcl 
to h•t ll<tr•1•nq. ( h• n~· · In pf'Oro: ~l N'INUt I tal l\ .trco lr~ ucor~r~ce with 
•'~' '""' \t.•tr ~~~ lrdrr•l t·nv~ron.••nt•l •t.nd~rd•. Add i tionally, hrrtl hu 
... ~ .~cl"l 111 PHI'•"'' ' r<~n tt or l r.'l pro'lr•., to d<-trct potrroll•l rnvlranatnhl 
•fl rC I I o f •A\ l r ••ttr l•n~ ~r~ II C 4ll 011 , 

In • ttOt·h•ll· with l ht Ul r<jnrl c•l ro t l\lllun cont•l!'ltd In pu1gr.ph (c)( II) of 
10 CIA ~1 . 1 1 , ~~ ~nw t rb""' nt•l .tllr \~nl 11 not rtq\llrt'd for thl\ llctfl\lng 
•c to c~. lh•t ~··· ~·~;h • t•tr • th•t th• c•tt1orlc•l t•clullon •pplltl to lht 
1\ \u!nc~ nl • .,..,..,.,.nil t o lt v niC'\ l or u rAtlltra allh provld<-d IIIli (I) thtrP 
1 •o ••o;,t f ounl t ~4"'1"' In " '" ttP~'I or \ lc;fllflunt lflcrU\t In the •=o\lnh 
or··~ • lflu• nl ' tlttl Uf t•• rtlrA~C'•I ofhltt, (2) there h r~o s lgnHtc•nt 
tr crr• tr In ln Jtv l~tAI ar t~•l • l lwr octup~tlon•l r•dl•tton t•polurt, (3) 
tt•r• 11 nQ ' ' 'l~lf ount cunllruc tlon lr;>At t, •nd (4) llttn• h r.o slgntilunt 
tn< r•• • ~ '" tr • pn l• nt t •l for 6r con>C'q~r nt~l fr&s r•dlologlc•l •cctdent\ . 

Ito·· I t tl ft\lnq • • !I t~ dl CU\\Pd ' " th l\ llriNJr.an1.n ... II thtu crlttrl;; WUu\~ 
II r ro• td<\ n trQ r CI•Ar"f• \ t o •n 1pprnr••d prol)r.&!:l, "ftlther the -ol.- ftOr the 
••r• H • .. I r lr· t l w> t• r <tJOit l ) o f tll;o l'fllu•nt wlll ch.an<Jl!. rurthtr, thh 
• .,..,.ho-nt •·~U"\ .an ~•P•~Jtd l'nt t ron· <-nUI •onttorlng prol)r.a• for dtlrctln<J 
r o t rnt t.a l tt•PH I> H\l!tl .at ~d wll" l•nl .ap pllutlon . Clt.a"uP \landUd\ 
~\\o,u .at,.·l " ''" !rtto:nlut clllt•'l lrrl<).atlon ••t•\ nt r~ot .lfftclrd by thu 
.... "''""'"' · ~n '''·•lrnt>ffnt• l rtport 1\ not rr:;-J i rtd ,,,. lht ltun\tt \I ncr 
~~~ •"·r'-rt •l:lt'\ r"t ~,..,, ~ ~~ c r ll•rl .a o r 10 ( IR Sl.60 (b)(l). 
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l•bl~ 1: ltrrt'l'l pnrpo,t1 •ll~lti C>n\ to It\ c~r"nt • n•lror...:ntll eonttcnnc; 
rrn~ro~- . l~o· r.ur;>0\1' nf U.t prapol"'l """ttori' •J rrn t<l•rt\ H IO ~~~~~<' <lU• 
r~l•tt<! to lh~ "'llll) of ... u .. w•ltr rrlu\l'd ll•n.uqh tho• lo~nd •rpltuttcn 
17>1•..,, • n·l l o •u~ttor puttnloo~l rnvlr~r.r•nto~l II'Ntl \lt...,lr<J lroe: •HI~ 
tuhr rrlt 1\r\, 

- -
lr. • • .... . ·~ ....... u •• ,. . .... , ...... ..... .... • ··--· .-. ... --- ···:-·-· .. ,... .. .. ~ _..~ . .., .. -· . . .... ,,_ 1 ..... 
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lr•rrf''''• r'•' 'lll'l tu 10 til' F.ort •c. t "'"'r tcnJII•e<~ 1.3. I~ of !.OIJ•cr 
l'•l~rul lice:<~,..~ 1\H 11 10ld c.--..._..,, • ! to ""1 ., folio-.: 

JD. fot "'r- '" .. cccr($..ir:..-,. .. u~ '-'•h- "''· «k'\crtrt•c!u • .l'"~ r.-ru•)rnt•t"·"' 
<tfll4tll ... J ••• S•CIII'"' J.O. •.c. ~.o. •114 ~.0 at 11>4' ....... ".' 
lt.olr~nl~l •.t;o1'1 lobolltl-1 t; U••• lrlll'f .Ut'cl I)(IC~r 1, 1~1, • 1 
••••••d 1.1 ,.,ft '""'·'l"' \•Jfltlllr·J on ll<-C •1tt>fr 14, 19a1; ,u,,..,, Z:, 
~lr<h 1!, ~·t 1'..11 II!, 19!!; ,, ,,~,. 20. IHI: •~<~ fw•t-r 10, 1912. 
ln ... uttton, ,,.,. 1Ht"f\\t•~ 1h.al1 c.uft'!.J t It\ .utl\tttt\ '" .a c-.t~r•S..• f' 

t~ IUt U"' (lt0 •• \1or.l. In tt" fDI1 • lr\.9: 

"" II, ISn 

lr lu ~ ••••'• \t~t. ·~•· rec•t r•1P'· ·~ 
t 'lqlrA'r rl"-1 Cr\lc;ot •r:-ort •~tr11 ,l.;rol l7, I !iSS, 

( ••• lo:t~r ~k~llt•n~ S-~ltrw•t ~). l to~~~ 
(,,. r•t• Pu.d llltlt,.,....rorr; a.,,,,... F'•ro:rt 
• 'l•t'\\1119 hi\I~1'11C II••H. 

Co•rr lr•lrr ••~ '"'IO\rJ ·~••~ ••ltr lrrtqlllOft 
"' , ... 

,, l•llt.\1~"'"'1 It<' 41:1c•~. l!'lr fall · 1~'1 c.,.,Jlll~t\ , ... II Oottrlll<' ... , 
uw,flH!tNl \IA!P:(n!> toni•'"''' on It~ lu,.,.n~·~ •n:huttc:fl ••.d 
~~1 ~1.-etnt\. 

(~r~ltc•blf' lh·n.>~t': I, 1, l, ~. 6, 10. 11, 1~. 17, 10, lll 

(.,rliO#ll: Qt~·~t)t; 

·~1041 

,, . 
':;'. :ttct t t-

• Jot-1 r. r.rur. 
frOJr-tl 1'-1 l;ff 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

 
In the Matter of ) 
 ) 
CROW BUTTE RESOURCES, INC. ) Docket No. 40-8943 

 )             
(License Renewal for the In Situ Leach ) ASLBP No. 08-867-02-OLA-BD01  
  Facility, Crawford, Nebraska) )  
  
  

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing “NRC STAFF’S COMBINED ANSWER TO 
NEW CONTENTIONS FILED BY CONSOLIDATED INTERVENORS AND THE OGLALA 
SIOUX TRIBE” in the above captioned proceeding have been served this 30th day of January, 
2015, via the NRC’s Electronic Information Exchange (“EIE”), and via e-mail to David Frankel 
and Thomas Ballanco, counsels for Consolidated Intervenors, which to the best of my 
knowledge resulted in transmittal of the foregoing to those on the EIE Service List for the above 
captioned proceeding. 
 
   

Signed (electronically) by 
 
Marcia J. Simon 
Counsel for the NRC Staff 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop O-15 D21 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

       (301) 415-1261 
        marcia.simon@nrc.gov  
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